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Submarine War is
Again Brought to
America's Shores
TEUTON SEA WOLF ATTACKS A TOW
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Special Leased Wire)
withdrew. Two shells struck the water BOO yards from shore, which was
lined with thousands of poisons. The
crew of the tug. sixteen men, was
rescued and brought ashore. Two
were seriously hurt. Flashes of tho
submarine's guns were plainly visible
from the shore.
The first torpedo struck tho leading barge, which sank. Tho second
torpedo disposed of the third barge.
The second barge, the smallest of
was left vulnerable and with the
tug was shelled an hour bofore It
sank. Meanwhile the tug was repeat-edlhit and In flames when an avia
tor appeared, circling over the submarine.
The latter qulckly submerged.
Liesurely Trip Interrupted.
The tug with her four barges in lino
was puffing along leisurely two miles
from shore at 11 o'clock this mornof an estimated
ing when tho
Biiudetiiy oiie
lengtn ot40
mile seaward and trained her guns
on the tow. A moment later a shell
struck the second barge amldshlp.
The empty craft doubled up and sank
so quickly that her crew barely had
time to lower their small boats.
The first shot wag followed by
tain of shells that dropped on and
all about the tug and her barges. A
lucky shot next sank the last barge.
Meanwhile hits on the tug had set
her afire but she stood by her barges
to the finish. The third (barge In line,
the smallest of all, proved a hard
mark and the German gunners occu
ner.
pied half an hour in disposing ot
Firing Alarms w nolohadtape.
alarmed
By this time the firing
the whole cape and cries for assistance were sent broadcast. No American warships appeared to be In the
vicinity and tho ,. exhibition of German
nmthodiralh'. Two
at
hydroplanes rose from the station
Chatham and flying low darted
the enomy as though to attack.
It could not bo seen that they dropGermans eviped any bombs but the
from the
attack
an
anticipated
dently
elevat
and
firing
stopped
for
they
air
ed their guns against me nynrpum

the-two- ,
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Haloed to Win Battle
Against Richthofens

Orleans, Mass., July 81.
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The crews of

the barges, compromising sixteen
men. three women and five children,
reached the shore In small boats. One
was injured by flying wood splinters.
Thr submarine was plainly seen from
the shore.
The attack began at 11 a. m. and
lasted an hour when the submarine
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FORECAST.

Denver, Colo., July 21. Monday
and Tuesday local showers; not much
change in temperature.
Arizona Monday Ad Tuesday local
showers, except generally fair,' ex.
trcme western portion; warmer
northeast portion, Monday.

UCOTfTYlCKXTBIBONSdA

Lieut. Tyler Cook Bronson, son of
Mrs.'Melvin A.' Bronson. secretary of
LOCAL REPORT
the National Aeronautic committee,
was one of several fliers who recently
encountered six of the Richthofen cirA summary of local weather cona squadron which still retains
ditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours end- cus, name
of the
the
Overman flier.
uing at 6 p. m. yesterday, follows: Six Germans were great
brought down, and
Maximum temperature,
91
degres; not one of the American
fliers was
minimum, 53; range, 38; at ( p. m., Injured. ... The encounter .took place
'
58; northwest winds cloudy,
dur;ng the fight at Chateau Thierry.
v

TO TOMMY'S V EW
WAR

Song Filled With Humor and
Bouyanoy Reflect Attitude
of Men Who Are Doing the
Fighting of War,Behind the British Lines in France,
21 (Correspondence of the Associated Press). A striking feature of
the British soldier's war songs is their
humor. Kven the French find it difficult to understand how it is that the
Tommy apparently looks upon as mere
comedy what is in reality the greatest
tragedy In the history of the world.
The truth Is that the British private
has discovered a new philosophy appropriate to modern war he has discovered that it Is too serious a business
to be taken seriously.
Humor , and
flippancy is the only antidote to its
unutterable ghastliness.
In all the British soldier's songs,
the contrast to the songs of the German army is most striking." Here is
one which might well be called the
British soldier's Hymn of Hate:
"The bells of hell go
long,
For you and not for me.
For me the angels
They ve got tho goods for me.
O death, where is thy
ling,
Where grave thy victoree ?
The bells of hell go
For you but not for me."
That is the nearest he has ever approached to an expression In song of
his religious faith.
There Is one song In particular
whichnight well be called the Song
of the British Army. Every soldief
at the front can sing It. It Is to be
and
heard In every trench dug-obillet In France. The words do not
scan and the music cannot be com
mended for martial grandeur or dell
cate harVnonles, but it Is Tommy, At
kins' masterpece. It is almost a dirge
or lament, colored with Just that touch
of elusive Cockney humor whicr
shows that it Is not to be taken seriously. These are the words: ,
"I want to go 'ome, ;
t want to go 'ome.
The shells and the whlzzbangs they
rush and they roar.
I don't want to go to the trenches no
more. .
I want to go over the sa
Where the Allemans cannot catch me;
Oh, my,
I want to go 'ome."
'
a German overt One can imagine
hearing, this song and drawing cer
tain inferences to to the singer's
morale.
But the British soldier will
those
Inference
utterly confound
,
very time.
He has a great weakness for sentimental love songs which remind him
of home and of associations that lift
him out of the sombre surroundings
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PURSUING ALLIES

Which Began on Friday Under Cover of Smoke Screen.

SHEDS BOMBED BY

BRITISH PLANES
(BY MOHNINtf

JOURNAL SPICIAL

IIAIIO WIRt)

London, July 20. British seaplanes
launched from naval vessels near tho
coast of Germany, have
lrop'ped
bombs on Teuton airship sheds at
Tondern, In Schleswlg, destroying two
sheds and possibly a third building,
the British admiralty announced tonight.
Four mafhlncs of the- British aerial
squadron did not return, three landing In Danish territory. All tho British warships returned to their base
without any casualties.
"In the ftrst flight, which was made
In the early morning, all the machines
reached their objectives and made
direct hits on a large double sh;ed
which was completely destroyed, the
conflagration rising a thousand feet.
In the second flight, all the machines but one reached their objectives. Bombs were dropped on two
sheds, ono having a large hole blown
In It.
It was Impossible to observe
whether the destruction of the sec!
ond shed was complete. The attacks
were made from a height from 700 to
1,000 feet.

BRITISH FLIER HAS
THRILL IN PALESTINE
(AunrliilMl Prew C'ornMiHniatmre.1
London. June 21. A trench news-

paper published by one of the British
divisions in Palestine gives the following account of an unusual feat by
a Urltlsh airplane In the fighting zone:
"One of our aviators was forced by
engine trouble to land ten miles inside the Turkish lines.
His engine
was misfiring, but produced sufficient
'taxi-infor
and short hops,
power
but not for flights. Presumably tho
valves of two or three cylinders had
broken or stuck.
"But the pilot did not give Un hone.
and succeeded In 'taxl-Inthe whole
way to tne urttisn lines over the
level sand. On the way he crossed a
Turkish encampment, and his under
carriage brought away a clothes line
and a number of Turkish shirts. The
pilot wan attacked by several detach
ments armed with rifles and machine
guns, but they invariably fled when
of his camp or billet
ho charged on them with hln arun.
,
Tommy Atkins has all the Intense Two or three German airplanes dived
reserve of the Briton.. To sing about and fired bursts at him,
but luckily
fighting for freedom against the ene- - nu no vuai pari. ,
.

TO ESCAPE

Germans Continue Their Retreat Across the Marne

ut

THE WEATHER
','.

mles of right, for the sake of the
flag, and all the rest of It, Htrikes him
as indescent. Such things make him
blush thiy are not mentioned in
military society. The more flamboyant type of patriotic songs, which
proclaims with gUHto that a soldier's
life is the only life for jnie and so
forth, he frankly ridicules.
He has no llusions as to the glories
of modern warfare. One of his favorite songs begins:
"When this bloody war Is over,
O how happy I shall be."
po-lit- o

sting-a-llng--

An enemy

submarine attacked a tug and town
four miles south of Orleans life saving station and sunk three barges.
The tug stood by the barges until she
was shelled and herself set afire,
when she disappeared.

FLIPPANCY KEY

ting-a-ling-

- --

(I nduleil War Ioinl by the Associated Press)
victories for the allied arms un the great reserves that everywhere are
multiplying.
Ovr the entire sixty Jiclng brought up along tho battle Una
inilo front running from Rolssons to in an endeavor to make secure the
llhcims the allied troops are fighting .victories already won and enlnrg
'
with a determination that brooks no them.
denial.
The flermans are giving
In Sorry Plight,
ground, though stubborn resistance Is
With the capture of Chateau Thier?
being offered on some sectors.
jy and the fast progres of the French
Further indentations have been 4ind
Americans eastward from, the.
made In the German
lino between northern sectors,
the plight of the
KoissoiiH and Chateau Thierry by the Germans in the southwestern
portion
Americans and French. Practically all of the Solssons-Rheim- s
salient be
of the German gains south of the comes Increasingly hazardous.' It' Is"
Marne have been blotted out.
not Improbable when stock is takef,
Chnleuu Thierry, which represonUjjargo ni,mbcrs of
prisoners and, nuan
1.
1..
ll...
....!...
...!
in iiiu imiiii? tine wneiu uiu titles of guns and war stores will be
hut
nearGermans had driven tricir wedge
found to have been taken by t ha alest to Paris, has been recaptured by lied
troops. Aviators continue to lend"
simulthe Fr nch troops, and almost
assistance, scouting the back acreaa
taneously the village ot Hrasks, two and
the retreating Gar.
miles eastward, and the heights to the mans harrasslng
with thoir machlno guns. Ifo
north of the vlllago fell into their table work has been dona by Amerihands.
can Indians for General Pershing's
German Linen pierced.
men, the aborigines taking a promAct ins in harmony with the move inent
In characteristic western
ment on Chateau Thierry, American! fsihlonpart
in scontlng Jrr the- Marn re
and French troops northwest of the glon.
.
,
city broke through tho German lines
been
has
.established
It
definitely
and at yome points advanced more
an enemy
submarine It again
than three miles. Largo numbers of that
in American waters.
An
prisoners were mken. Tho allies' nut operating
boat' Sunday off Cape Cod,
chine guns literally mowed down the undersea
Mass, destroyed four barges and a
Germans.
shells on the.
To the north along Ourcii valley the tug and dropped four
Several
persons , afloat
French arc making progress toward mainland.
were injured but no one on land was
tho important Junction town of Nan- harmed by the shells.
e
Dame, vilille the opera
In none of the other theaters exlions south ond southeast of SolBsons
sallentjjlf
are keeping time .with those along the cept the 8olssons-Itlie;ni- s
there any fighting of great moment lil
other parts of the front.
The
British in northeri(
The entire southern bunk of the progress.
Marno having been cleared of enemy France and Flanders are continuing
forces. French, Hrltish and Italian their dally patrol encounters and tak
bot1
troops' now are harrasslng those Ing prisoners, while the guns of
.southwest of Ithelins, and they hav the Germans and the British
reciprocal bom
ibeen forced to fall back In the Courton keeping up, their
?i'
wood, the Ardre valley and near St bardments.
The number of British
lOuphralse.
PKR.SinNO
WITH
INBI.WS
'operating with the allied forces In this
' RECRt'ITK
IN AHIZOXJL
region is not known. The first an
nouncement that they were In tho ac
F.l Paso, Tex.,
Indian
July 21.
tion was made Hutiirdiiy night and
doubtless they represent a portion of scouts mentioned In today's dispatches
from the American army on Uie
Marne, are Apaches, recruited from
f
tho White Mounlaln reservation
.
eastern Arizona.
Many of them had ben acquainted
with the mountains, deserts and trails
Jif Chihuahua since the, OeTonlmO
campaign and were obtained by General Pershing in 1916 when he went
Amsterdam, July 21, The deuth pf into Mexico after Francisco Villa and
Qucnlln Roosevelt is confirmed by a his followers, following the attack by
Wolf bureau message, according to a Villa on Columbus, N. M.
A company of Apaches was gathBerlin dispatch. Tho story of tho fau
tal encounter, as told by the Wolf
ered at Fort Apache, Ariz. The Indians garbed in their picturesque tricorrespondent, follows:
"On Sunday, July 14, an American bal costumes and mounted on their
8(iiadron of twelve battle planes was own ponies, rode forty, miles to tb
trying to break through the Germun Santa Fe rallroa at Holbrook, Arl
defense over the Marne. In tho violent held a war danee all night and cn
combat which ensued with seven Ger- trained the following morning for
man machines, one American aviator Columbus where they were given regstubbornly made repeated attacks. ulation army uniforms. All were proThis culminated in a duel botwoen vided with wrist watches which they
him and a German
,'
prized ver' highly.
officer, who, after a short fight, suc
The scout company did effective
ceeded In getting good aim at hiii work In Mexico both in trailing bandbrave
but inexperienced opponent, its and In engaging them whe'n enwhose machine fell after a few shots countered. When Brigadier General
near the vlllago of Chambry, ten Robert Howze in the expedition
kilometers north of the Maine.
to colonel from the lower
"Ill's pocket cane showed him to he promoted
hammered out the
the
Indians
rank,
Lieut. Quentin Roosevelt of the aviafrom Mexican
his
insignia,
eagles,
tion section of the United Ktates army.
dollars. WTien the Mexican ex-- ,
silver
The personal belongings of tho fallen
came out of Mexico, the In
man are being carefully kept with a pedltlonmounted
on mules, receiveijl
view to sending them later to his rel- ilians,
which they received11
atives. The early rnuains of the brave great ovation
'
with customary stoicism.
young airman were buried with' miliWhen the expeditionary ( force!
tary honors by German jiilrmcn near went
to France, the Indian scout
Chambry, at the spot whero he fell."
manifested willingness to go alongf t
11

y

' New York, July 21. A submarine
unk two coal barges off Cape Cod,
Bays a French Cable company

?

Poilus and Yankees Continue to Make Progress, Despite Obstinate Resistance of Kaiser's Crack Soldiers; Two Badly Cut
Up Regiments of Germans Are Trapped South of River; Allied
Aviators Cut Off All Hope of Escape When They Blow Up
Bridges; Indian Sccuts Who Were With Pershing in Mexico
Do Important and Effective Work.

Wounded, but Only One Seriously; Hydroairplanes Rush to
Scene but Are Unable to Score a Hit; 1 1 Year-Old
Boy Shows

Washington, July 21. An enemy
submarine is operating off the Massachusetts coast, the navy department
advises. Orleans nw muiin
Cod, near Chatham, reported sighting
a tug and three barges on fire, having been shelled by a submarine,
which was seen. American warships
from the first naval district are out
after the submarine.

J
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TROOPS; FRENCH CAPTURE BRASLES

-

.!

1

SOUTH OF MARNE CLEAR OF BOCHE

Three Barges Are Sent to Bottom; One Was Loaded With
Stone and the Others Were Light; Attack Made Without
Warning and Only Poor Marksmanship of German Gunners
Permitted Crews to Escape .With Their Lives; Several

one-side-

by Carrier or Mall, 70c a Moot f
Single Copies, to

Enemy Line Near
Chateau Thierry
Broken By A Hies

COD; THOUSANDS WITNESS BATTLE

(By Morning Journal
Orleans, Mass., July 21. An enemy
submarine attacked a tow off the easternmost point of Cape Cod today, sank
three barges, set a fourth and their
tug on fire and dropped four shells
on the mainland. The action lasted
and hour and was unchallenged except
for two hydroairplanes from the
Chatham aviation station, which circled over the
causing her to
submerge for only a moment to reappear and resume firing.
The crews of the tow, numbering
forty-on- e
and including, three women
and five children, escaped amid the
shellfire In lifeboats. Several were
wounded, but only one seriously. This
happened to be John Botovich, an
Austrian, of the tug crew. His right
arm was torn away near the shoulder
. by shell fragments.
The bargee, in tow of the tug Perth
Amboy of the Lehigh Valley railroad,
,;were bound from. Gloucester or Now
xork.'ljOne of them was loaded with
stone but the others were light, being on their return trip after bringing
coal tar Now England.
Attacked Without Winning.
The attack was without warning
and only the poor marksmanship of
the German gunners permitted the escape of the crews.
d
The
fight took place three
miles south of the Orleans coastguard
station at the tip of the capo. The
firing brought thousands to the beach.
The flashes of the guns and the outline of tho
were plainly seen.
Danirer
nnt thnmrtit
f unfit
ni'AK
nhpll
... tvhtWnH
.... . v
vw thai
iiibii hnun
ticaiia anu
splashed in a ponrf a mile inland.
Three other slicl;s barted themselves
in the sands of the beach.
The survivors with the exception o.'
two Injured, were taken to the Orleans
coastguard station, communication
with which by .telephone under navy
regulations, was not permitted. No information could be obtained from official sources on tho cape. Botovich
and another man from one of the
.barges, both of whose arms had been
Injured, were removed to a private
hospital. Later Botovich was taken to
Boston. Some of the survivors who
were sleeping when tho
appeared, came ashore in night cloth.
ing.
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GEN. FOCH HAS SWEPT TERRITORY

1

OFF EASTERNMOST POINT OF CAPE

i
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With the American Army on the
.Inly 21 (by the Associated
The German retreat across
Pre;).
the Marne began on Friday under
cover of a great smoke screen. At
last accounts great hordes of Germans were continuing north. Organized resistance has been mot with so
far only iff a few places.
The district outh of the Maine and
past of Chateau Thierry Is entirely
Two badly cut.
cleared of Germans.
:i
regiments were loft south of the
Maine in tho German retreat. Allied
Hviaw.rs bombed the bridges across
the river and their escape was imposI
sible.
All Saturday ni,ht the Allies hammered away at tho widening wedge
and Paris as
between the Utrina-nthe Germans withdrew north of the
Americans
Marne,
continuing taking
prisoners and guns. Allied reinforcements are pouring in .to overcome any
delei mined resistance the Germans
MariiP,

s

nr--

attempt.

The heavy artillery of the AUlee
continues today the clearing of districts north of the Marne. Indian
scouts who were with Pershing in
Mexico played a prominent part in
the scout work In the river region.
EI Puno Celebrates, Victory.
July 21. Whistles
and a great crowd
sang "The Star Rpanglod Banner" tonight in celebration of the
victory at Chateau-ThierrA union religious
service of thanksgiving was' held in Cleveland Square.
Kl Paso, Tex.,
blew, bands played

Franco-America-

n

Winded Soldiers Marry.
London, July 21. More than 150
British soldiers blinded In the war
have married since losing their sight.

tti

Lieut. Roosevelt
Given a Military
Burial by Teutons

'

17,000 Prisoners and 560
Guns Captured by Yankees

Along

Aisne-Marn- e

g'

(By Morning Journal
Washington,
July 21.
captured by American .troops in the
e
front
offensive on the
up to an early hour Saturday totalled
by actual count 17,000, Generel Pershing reported in his communique for
yesterday received tonight by the war
department. Capture of 560 guns also
is announced,
Aisne-Marn-

Front

hunt Germans and General Pershintf
"
took them with him.
AIXIF.S MAKE GAINS OF
MORE THAN SEVEN MILES

Willi the American Army in ftrti
Alsne-Marn-

e

Front, July

21

(by th

Associated Press). Chateau ThlernC
was evacuated during the night, the;
French and American troops passing
through the town shortly after dawa
on the trail of the retreating Germans.
Almost simultaneously the French anJ
Americans moved forward the southern part of their line, extending north
and west of Chateau Therry, until
correction of the entire line from)
Solssons and southward of that point
even advanc.1
had been effeeted-aof something more than., seven mile.

Special Leased Wire)
and rear
Despite counter-attack- s
guard actions of a desperate nature,
the Americans advanced steadily early
yesterday, eays the commuinque.- The
towns of Courmolles, Roset St. Albin
and Maubrey had been entered by the
Americans before 1 o'clock Saturday Paris, France, July Jl. The French
ana Americans coqUUUQ to UUlq
morning.
n

TWO
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progress repelling the enemy, who is
defending himself obstinately.
The French entered Chautau Thierry this morning.
Violent combats continue north of
the Marne, south of the Ourcq and between the Martie ami llhelms. Respite
fche Ireaistance of the enemy the

-

B'nch.

possible.
All Saturday night the allies hammered away at tho widening wedge
1 etween
the Germans and Paris. Alt
the Germans withdrew north of the
Marne the Americans continued to
take prisoners and guns. Allied reinforcements are pouring in to overcome
ahy reslst:in o the Germans may at-

H3fi

tempt

Heavy artillery of the allies continues to clear tho distrh-- north of the
t

Marne.

oi

t

i
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Indian scouts who were w.th Pershing In Mexico played a prominent
part in scout work along the river.
With tho American Army on tin
July 21 (by the Associated
Press.) Tho French and Aiuerlcuiif
have broken through the Cermnn
lines northwest of Chateau Thierry.
The French and Americans, driving
a spear head toward the northeast
have already advanced three and
miles at various places.
Marne,

Jlll

I:

lUlili.'i il
4UP-

c

'

II.

one-tent-

I

JlefA

I

London. July 21. The French hate
taken the town of Hras'es. one mil
east of Chateau Thierry, on the north
bank of the Marne. The French line
Includes tho heights north of Hiasles,
which gives them a rood t ridgehead
on the north side of the Marne.

18?

SUBMARINE WAR IS
AGAIN BROUGHT TO

i

.

AMERICA'S SHORES

i
They did not fire, however, and a
ed their guns against the hydroplanes,

moment later 'submerged.

The planes circled about where the

enmy wag last seen and then turned
their noses toward their1 station
Scarcely had they reached tlinre when
the
reappeared and resumed
her attack on the tug and the one
light barge remaining afloat. Hoth
the tug and this barge were in flames
and were held where they were by
the sunken barges, one of whh 'i with
a load of stone made an effective anchor.
Crews Take to Runts.'
When the firing began crewa lost
no time in abandoning their tow,
Each of the four barges had one
small boat intended to carry only rive
persons and all the craft were greatly
overloaded. In addition the occupants
were exposed to constant dange,' from
shell fire. Several merchant craft
were in the vicinity and regardless of
tho menace to themselves went to the
rescue of the crews and towed the
small boats to shore. The men of the
Perth Amboy who stood by their ship
until it was ablaze from bow to stern
were taken off by life boats from the
coast guard statioa.
was still trying to find
The
vulnerable spots In the Perth Amboy
and the remaining barge when tho
hydroplanes again approached. At
sight Of the planes tho submarine
again submerged and did not reappear.
Women and Children Kafe.
The three women and five children
did not suffer physical harm though
one of the women, who had been
making her first trip at sea, fainted
8fter ''She: had been placed in a small
boat
,'
'i 'Am.oHg tlio children was an II
yoar old bey who at tlio first wigu
an American
St battle grabbed
and shook It defiantly toward the. tMmnt. The liul whs
Still clinging to the colors held
proudly above IiIh head when lie
landed on the beach.
The German commander clthei
took a long chanco or had an exact
chart of the dangerous shoals and
shifting sand bars off the cape. It
at
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COnntBPONOKNCI

(FECIAL

TO

MORNtNtt JOIIONAL)

V

Roswell. N". At. .Tnlv "f
Will, tho
rptnt-w win.,,,., ...........
of Cfl
Intendent of the New Mexico Military

nmi ft.ntfilr, Pilwin i.not
adjutant, remained orTtlty, and look- nrjnpinnl

tentlon.
Tho inilieations now are tbat the
Institute will enroll four hundred boys
for tho fall term, the greatest number of students in Its history. The
correspondence with reference to ma
triculation of students of tlie school
have been so heavy as this year: In
fart the officials of the schol have
been swamped with inquiries about
the school, and with applications for
.admission. Applications for admission
to the fall term mean business this
year, because a deposit of twenty-fiv- e
ilnllars is now reouired from each
applicant. This is an entirely new'rule,
and so far as known is an innovation
among western institutions.
Whilo the student body this year
will be heavily increased, tho accomodations and equipment will be
more adequate than ever before. Tho
new mess hall is a wonuer, a nugo
bniiitintr with a seating capacity for
six hundred, it will be equipped with
all modern kitchen conveniences, such
as electric dftiigh mixers, ice cream
cook-erfreezers, meat choppers, steam
dishwashing machines and in fact
every contrivance that saves time,
a
energy or moifey that has proved
success in any other Institution. The
building has thus far been completed
to the roof and will soon oe nmsneu.
rt i. l.ii ilt of huff nressed brick, Tudor
th
architecture, and conforms with The
barracks and with Lea hall.
tho
opening dinner will be served on
first day of tho new term.
The institute will throw open iu
doors to new students on September
10, although studies will not begin
thinkuntil Sept. 11. Parents who arc
to N. M. M.
ing of sending their boys
the
I are advised to art quickly as
limit of four hundred muuents win
not be exceeded.

V

. New York,'
July 21 Tho tug Perth
Amboy was owned by the Lehigh Vat
ley railroad and according to est!
mates ;of marine men here, was worth
about llOa.OOO. The value of the
barges was estimated at approximate
ly jqjB.ooo.
Recent reports received here Indl
cate, the cost of torpedoes In Germany at this time is not less than
15,00j) each.

Results from Journal Want
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POSTTOASTIES
A STAR FOOD
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i.

RICHEST OF CORK

nvto

Saves TlilViiEAT

W.

r.HEER FACES
SQUAREHEADS
POTSDAM
(OUIIHAL

Omaha, Neb.. July 21. 'William K
Woodhead. of What Cheer, la., has
enlisted in the United States ma
rines here.
William of "What Cheer Is a vei j
modest soldier but he is confident
Uncle Sam will find mm a b
eWer- .
, ,.,
.
. .
"I'm a corn-re- d
product 01 kuuu for
onlfl
ho
"nn.l Tn aching
t.the day when Woodhead of What
of
.
ri
i.iifn mi,ui focosurethe souarehcad
onng wuut
Potsdam, i ll
w;th a bayonet.
I can to him

m.

"BATTLE OF MIGHT."
;
SAYS GERMAN PAPER
A
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TI1F. MISSING IS ALIVE

1

tt

Anglo-Saxo-

n

125 AWIER1CANS

ld

JOURNAL

SMClAt LtAMD WIRI1

New York, July 2J, There was a
Her
great shortage of vegetables in
lln at the beginning of June, accord-InDe
to the Berlin Vorwaerts.
scribin; the condition in B the Berlin
Voron
.lune
the
public markets
waerts says: The stands were almost
empty but there were many seeking
food. For a head of cauliflower of
the size of a potato 1 Vi marks was
charged and for a pound of lima
beans six marks. Kohlrabi, young
carrots and turnips were scarce and
Fifteen
enormously high In price.
kohlrabi small and with much fol
lage, cost three to four marks.

FOUR MILLION

READY

FO RETARGET
y

MORNINC

jmiftNAX

IPICIAL

RANGE

Lt AMO WIN;

Lousvllle, Ky., July 21. The con
tract, for the construction of o. cantonment at .West Point, Ky., Camp

tillerymen.
Upon completion of the cantonment
West Point range will become the
largest artillery firing center in the
United States. Army off teens declared
the two camps, situated near here,
would provide accommodation for approximately 90,000 artillerymen.

PRISONERS
-

IN ENEMY GAMPS

lar MoaNiNa journal pkcial liaskd wirii
21. Nametl
Wah.lngto7i,
July
of 125 Americans reported in prison
camps by the Prussian war ministry
were announced today by the war department. Most of them were captured In the fighting at Seicheprey
last April and some have been re
ported previously from camps other
than those in which they are now located.
Some of the addresses are incomplete and others are probably erroneous.
Tho list follows, the rank of the
prlnsoners
being
privates, "except
where otherwise designated:
Darmstadt:
Allano, Frank,
Camp
Bristol, Conn.; Allen. Vincent,
Conn.; Antkontik, Frank, Webster, Mass.; Barnes, Edwin, corporal,
West Haven, Conn.; Barnes, Perclval,
West Havon, Conn.; Brandon, Daniel,
sergeant, Towners, N. Y.; Cardiell,
William, Cranston, R. 1.', Caverly,
Harry, Manchester, Nfl H.i Chapman,
Augustus, New Haven. Conn.'; Char-dettClyde, Barton, Vt.; Chmiel,. Walter, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Clark, Lester,
New Haven Conn.; Collver, George.
New Haven, Conn.; Cronin. John, corporal, Portland, Conn.; De Martino,
Krnesto, Kockauma, Conn.; Doble,
Enoch, Quincy, Mass.; Elliott, Oliver,
Boston, Mass.; Fischman, Maurice,
New Haven; Gesner, Alfred, Hadley,
Conn.; Gillespie. Frank, Dorchester,
Mass.; Hler, William, Bristol, Vt.;
Hitchcock, Thomas, sergeant Aiken,
S. C; Hopke, William, Brooklyn. N.
Y.; Johnson, Herbert, West Haven,
Conn.; Lamore, Lee, Laconla, N. H.;
Lenhart, Lewis, Somerfield, Pa.; Ly- sett, Thomas. Saratoga Springs, N. Y.;
McOovern. Charles H New Haven,
Conn.; Moher.' Leo, Roxbury, Mass.;
McLewski, Eugene, Providence, R. I.;
Milan, John, South Boston, Mass.; No- Nor-wal-

n

cent; next fifty to J.10 columnsf re
duition 30 per cent; next fifty to 300
JOWWNAL
columns, reduction 40 per cent; next
SPECIAL LKA9CD
t (BV MOHNIN
July 2 . Restriction fifty up to 3."i0 columns, reduction 50
Washington,
on the reading niattei' space in daily per cent.
"Next fifty up to 400 columns and
and Sunday editions of newspapers, a over, reduction
GO
per cent.
and
more
or
retail price of two cents
"It is jhtgtfested' that these reductions be effective for daily papers Authe, elimination of waate were recommended to the war industries board gust 5, 1918, and for Sunday papers
conservaSeptember 1, 1918.
today by tho committee on
"Mr. Donnelly and his assistants
tion of news print paper, appointed
Publishhave taken the publishers' recommenby the American Newspaper
The recommenda- dations under advisement."
ers' association.
tions were taken under advisement by

Sterling, Colo., July 12. Miss Suo
Boot of Sterling received a telegram
r........nnil.n.
Amsterdam, June 30. The Frank-fur- today from her brother, Frank J. Boot,
Kpituntr ia not nleased with Km- - a member of tho crew of the cruiser
Island coast
peror William's speech on tho thir- San Diego, sunk off Long
tieth anniversary of his accession. The Friday last, that ho had been saved.
nnner HfKmitcM tils assertion that the Tho navy department list of missing
great war is a struggle between two todayIn carried Boot's name. His home
Denver.
different old world conceptions on was
of
one hand the German conception
,

TO

ri

WIK

f

'wii.,

n

iiB

tl. HITCHCOCK

FRANK,

k,

e,

board officials.
Tho committee issued

00 FRENCH GIRL S

this

"The committee on conservation of
news print paper appointed by the
American Publishers' association, responding to tho call of the chuirmat
of tho pulp and paper section of the
war Industries board, Mr. Thomas
for conference respecting
the adoption of measures looking to
tho restriction of Die consumption of
paper, met today at tho office of tho
war industries board. Mr. Donnelly
outlined to the publishers the necesuse
sity for radical reduction in the m
of paper of all kinds and asked tin
to formulate for his information certain definite recommendations for the
accomplishment of that purposo by
methods which would be effective and
at the same timo be fair and possible
from the pblnt of view of the newspaper publishers.
JrtdiiHpU's Involved.
"Tho committee made recommen
dations based on the following princi
ples:
abolition of all waste, Including 'returns' In accordance with
sucL'estions already made to tho
chairman of the pulp and paper sec
tions proportionate to the nccessites
which have now been made manda
tory by the board.
"2 Tho retail price of two cents oi
more for all daily newspapers.
"3 Restrictions on the rcadinsl
matter space in daily and Sumtay edi
tions proportionate to the ncccssitiJ
of tonnage to be saved, and recognize
ing ns nearly as possible, the relative
needs of the paspace
reading
pers as indicated by their present use
of space.
"In connection with the second
principle stated, the following resolution was adopted: 'it is the judgment
of tho committee that to avoid unfair
competition, and to make practicable
tho reduction of the news print tonnage desired, It is necessary to fix the
minimum retail price for daily papers
at two cents.
Cut Reading Mat tor Space.
"The recommendation in the appll- I

Frank H. Hitchcock, postmaster
general in the cabinet of President
Tuft, advocated the government ownership of all telegraph lines, and such

a worm was raised acainst him he
wis uimiist forced to resign. Now t!ic
bill to take over the wire lines has
been signed by the president.
vosclskl, Theodore, Union City, Conn.;
Pcrcolllo, Lewis, New Haven, Conn.;
Perlmulter, Laurence, New York;
Plant, Peter, corporal, West Quicy,
Daniel, Boston, Mass.;
Mass.;
Sifton, William, Manton. R. I.; Smith,
Francis, Rosan, Poland; Stefanowski,
Alex,
Hartford, Conn.; Sutcliffe,
Frank, Pawtuckct, It. I.; Swanson,
HarHarry, Waverly, Mass.; Tucker, Wha-lery, sergeant, Providence, It. I.;
John, Rossllndaie, Mass.; Young,
Ellis, Hancock, Me.
Camp Villigen: Bloom, Johann A.,
(captain ship "John H. Kirby"), Abo,
Finland; Bowman, Charles, (second
officer ship "Encore"), Oschesund,
Sweden; Burkhard, Mnthew, (first officer ship "Beluga"). San Francisco;
Colsta.dt, Adolf, (second officer merchant ship), New York City; Crawford, James K., lieutenant, Warsaw,
N. Y.; Mackenzie. Eneas, second lieutenant, Portland, Ore.; Moore, Edward,
(chief officer ship "John H. Kirby"),
New York City; Olsm. Antnn, (captain ship "Encore"), Oakland, Calif.;
I'edrick, Franklin, lieutenant, Wash-ingtoD. C; Redmond,
Maurice,
lieutenant,' Pittsburgh. Pa.; Rlchnrd-son- ,
Helmnr, (first officer ship "Encore"), Wlllapa, Wash.; Trudgett,
Robert D., (captain ship Wlnslow),
Calif.;
Byrd, Benjamin,
Alameda,
lieutenant. Hartford. Conn.; McDowell,
Robert B.. second lieutenant, Jersey
City, N. J.; Gallagher, Bernard J.
Leesburg. Vn.I Mackey
lieutenant,
Elmer, lieutenant, McKeesport, I'a.
Meridith. John
Camp Landnut:
Phlladeliihia : Westing
lieutenant.
lieutenimti
Frederic.
Philadelphia;
Dugan, Hugh, lieutenant, Hinsdale,
Ills.; Whilmoro, Herman, corporal,
Haverhill, Mass.
Camp Tuehel: Klnch, Sidney, Clay-villN. Y.; Abbott, John S., lieutenant, St. Paul; Burke, Joseph O., lieutenant. Pittston. Pa.
Miller. Frederl-ucCamp Giessen:
sergeant. New Haven, Conn.; Not.m,
Joseph P., sffgeant, Hartford, Conn.;
ICdward A., sergeant,
Patenaude,
West Haven. Conn. Woods, Henry E.,
New Haven: Smith, Frank
L., sergeant, Revere, Mass.; Doldman
Luis J
Philadelphia; Litchfield
Lloyd W., Needham, Mass.; McHugh
D..
Gi.oriro
corporal. New Haven
Conn.r Buffum, Thomas, corporal,
Paris, France.
Camp Parchlm: Anderson, Axel
seaman, Wyker, Sweden; Bennett,
seaman. I'ortland, Me.; Bell
John M.. Philadelphia; Carleton, Geo.,
Mich.: Casv. Frank, sea
M,,,,iui.-; Graham, Leo L., seaman
crmU,
Billings. Mont.; Muse, Benjamin, Petersburg, Va.; Wretherwood, Richard
steward ship "Beluga." Oakland, Cal.;
Stinessen, Harold, seaman, J
Brooks. Frank
Camp Munchebcrg:
Bronx, N. Y.; Tingo,, Peter, New York
Camp Kutin: Willis, Harold,
Paris. France.
Can.i, lleubere: Buckley, Everett,
Kprirn:mt Chteairo.
Edens, Louis, lieu
llmnpln:
tenant. Cahoot, Mo.
Canm Limbnrg: Barbeau, Adelard
Diinielsou. Corfn.; Barry, Thonuis, corporal, New Hayen.. Conn.; Barthyate,
Jack, corporal. New Canaan, i.onn.
Bergman. Harold, corporal, New Ha
Piirelow. Lester, New Ha
ven, Conn.; Carlson, Melvln, corporal,
Jamaica Plains, Mass.; Deesl, Albert,
New York; Dresser, Irving, sergeant,
Georges,
Bristol. Conn.: Frcelanri,
captain, Westvilie. Conn.; Gagnon
Anionl. Iliistol. Conn.; Garton, Stew
art, Pawtuckct, It. I.; Hawley, George
L., Ilaitlord. Conn.; Kirby, Raymond
New Haven, Conn.; Knudson. John
New Haven Conn.! Konne, Edward
sK'iunl lieutenant. Rochester, N. Y.;
Conn.;
Labrola.
Vlncozo. Brostol,
Lenrv. .Tosenh. Connectlcutr Lilly,
William Konthineton. Conn,; 'Master- .son, Harold, Stamford Conn.;
John. Aniesbury. Mass.; Nelson
cii.iidi.
Vorptttville. Conn.; Olic
Michael. Penuabuc, Conn.; Reynolds,
Walter, sergeant, New Haven, Conn.;
Rich, Suwail, corporal, Dorchester, Mass
Kpiehman Herman, Phl'adelphla; Roach, Joseph, Ridgefield,
Conn.: Rodger. Earl, Danville, Vt;
Sandier, Louis, Philadelphia: Sharkey,
Eugene, sergeant, Ansonia, Conn.;
Stidock, Carl. New Haven, Conn.;
S.ilansky, Charles, corporal, South
dletown. Conn.; 'Johnson, Arthur,Norwalk. Conn - TTmba. Arnold, MldMiddletown, Conn.; Roberts, Eduard,
corporal, Iroquois, B. D.

'

IT STOPPED

.y columns,

f 1!

Aitken,

ONF. MAX LISTED

.uctinn on all reading spaco up,
0 per cent.
.
jd action on additional spaco over
.y columns and not over seventy
jliimns, 70 per cent.
"Reduction on additional space over
seventy columns and not over ninety
columns, :!0 per cent.
"Reduction on all additional space
over ninety columhs7 50 per cent.
"Tho reduction to be based on the
daily monthly average for each paper
for tho six month's ending Juno 30,
.

BE PRUNED DOWN
-

fol- -

reduc-trontlo-

i

WH&T

USHI'

jnURNAL BPtCIAL LIASID

PAPER

OE

the third principle is as

Restrict Reading Matter Space, 191S.
"Recommendations as to the
'Eliminate Waste, Minimum
of the reading space in Sunpapers is as follows: Vp to 150
Retail Price of Two Cents day
columns, reduction 10 per cent; next
fifty to 200 columns, reduction 20 per
Are Recommended.

Wil-liu-

Zachary Taylor's auxiliary artillery
range, recently authorized by Wash
ington, has been awarded and work
will start immediately on the 11,000,-00- 0
layout which will provide for a
probable concentration of 63,000 ar

I

iI kv
'

San Diego,
Herkeley,
Calif.; Carlos A. UlaCk,
Calif.; Civile (I. Hlaino, Loinita, Calif.;
Frank J. Hoot. Denver. Colo.; Henry
O. Puxfon, Forest (J rove, Ore.;
H. Chilcott, Kureka, Calif.; Carl
Clifton Couiv II ion, Houston, Tex.;
Denjainin It. Cox, Waiucgo, Kans,',
Allan P. Croke, Arlington Heights,
Mass.; Tandy K. Culpepper, HhIhcII,
Ala.; r.enjaniiii H. Dillon, Alameda,
Calif.; Janus 1!. Duke, Troy, Tex.;
Rudolph I j. Duncan, Ilirmburg, la.;
(Jcorge W. Faiiiu. Akron, la.; Jasse
J. Foster, Oklahoma; Leon Ooodnow,
Fairport, X. Y.. Stephen 11. Clrant, An
drews, S. C: Leonard A. Hall, Grass
Valley, Calif.; Miles X. Howk, Purr
Oak, Mich.; John C. Larkin, North
Troy, X. Y. ; Wilford Larson, Mam
moth, Utah; "lUnry H. Law, White
Plains, X. V.; Samuel E. McDowell,
Mondovi, Wash.; C.eorge L. Meyer,
Washington. D. C; Alexander H. Lo
per, Itosedale, L. I., X. Y.; James H
Moler, ltosidale, Ind.; Andrew Mun-son- ,
St. Paul, Minn.; Julius L. Murphy,
Fort Collins, Colo.; John K. Pierce,
Milton, Wis.; Fred L. Polk, Lumber-ton- ,
Miss.; Charles A. McKibben, New
St.
F. Uobertson,
York; Norman
Claire, Pa.; Kugcne L. Hooks, Tela
Honduras; Richard Russell, Leonard
Tex.; Carl X. Shank, Mount Joy, Pa.;
Angelo J. Sibilia, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Klton C. Sorenson, Mammoth, Utah;
Los Angeles;
Manard W. Sunquist,
Francis M. Tiffany, San Francisco;
Ashley Venning, Charleston, S. C; Silas Waters ,(!ainesville, Oa.; Chance
M. Weeks, Lilbourno, Mo.; Dewey II.
Wheeler, Rrooklyn, la.; John L. Williams, Pliiinvlcw, Ark.; Lyslo L. Wil-lcIsland Falls, Me.; Chester J. Hamilton, Denver, Colo.; Orriu O. Pollock,
Powerville, Mo.
Unaccounted for (supposed to be
on leave)
Charles L. Backus, (Irunwnlk, la.;
Kenneth A. Barnes, Duluth, Minn.;
Walter J. Chambers, San Francisco-Jame13. Coinpton,
San Jose, Calif.;
Henry C. Constant, Wills Point, Tex.;
M. Joseph I Corbett, Le Grande, Ore.;
Kdward
poyle, Allegheny, Pa.; William II. (lage, Denver, Colo.; Charle It.
Garrison, Jonesboro, Ark.; Klwood V
Calif.; Leon K
Holmes, Oakland,
Dahlstedt, Martiuette, Neb.; Lawrence
Spuulding, Indianapolis, Ind.
As announced yesterday, tho adl
dress of Thomas F.verett Davis, one
of those killed,- was given as Canton,
O. A corrected list of dead today gives
Davis' homo as South Mansfield,
La.

llnl'ort

WAIT UNTIL WILLIAM

IBV MONNIM

TUG AND B.RGi:S WORTH
$190,000, IS 1. SUM ATI

X

Mk-sln-

a,

TO

MOKNINA

1FIIJ

i.

.

forty-seve-

riirht freedom, honor and morals, and
on the other the
concept
tion.
"It Is not a question of two
conceptions," .says the Frank
furter, but of two worlds cacii possessing might the like of which the
world has never seen before.
"Thfl norma n neoiiln were not told
on August 4, 1914, they were going
out to fight the Angio-r.ixo- n
ion of the world until it conqueredHad that been said, even in veiled
.terms, the high unity of the will of
tho (Iceman people would havo been
wobW be Impossible for him to
to any great depth and the rent asunder on the nrst day.
scene of his exploits was not one in
w.hlch undersea boats might be ex VEGETABLES LACKING
pected to operate. Tonight he was
IN BERLIN MARKETS
belrtg hunted by patrol vessels and

other war craft.

DIEGO

f:

Washington, July il. The navy
partment announced today that three
n
men arc known to he de.id,
sre. missing and twelve are unaccounted for as the result of the sinking of the United St;ites cruiser San
Diego Inst Friday off the Long Island
coast. The men unaccounted for are
believed to have been on leave.
Names of the three men killed were
made public yesterday by tile department. Those missing and unaccounted
for follow:

Institute. frntnnn eastern frin
arations for the fall term of the school
are being carried on. with renewed
energy and activity. During Col. Will- son s absence, aiajory Troutman, the

i.CIL eO.'MM

IS

de-

1

nc

He Wins at Last

PRINT

Offica Fcyce at Crack Military 47 Arc Missing, However, and
School Completing All Prep12 Arc Unaccounted
for,
arations to Accommodate
Check Shows; Latter; May
Have Been on Shore LCavc.
Large Student Body.

e
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"LOST LIVES WHEN

ENROLL SEPT. 10

continue to advance.

With the American Army on the
Marne, July 21 (by the Associated
Press.) Tho (attack from Chfeteau
Thierry to Rhelms began Saturday
The American forces captured hill No.
193 north of Vaux. At last accounts
they were more than holding their
own. The German retreat across the
Marne began Friday under cover of
a great smoke screen. At last accounts great hordes of Germans were
continuing north. Organized resistance haa been met with ao far at only
a few places. Tho American advance
was two kilometers.
The district south of the Marno and
east of Chateau Thierry Is entirely
cleared of Germans. Two badly cut
up German regiments were left south
of the llarnt in the German retreat.
Allied aviators bombed the bridges
across the river and escape was im-

-

'

3 KNOWN TD HAVE

4QQBDYSWIL L

he

FORGED TO SUBMIT

TO TEUTON BEASTS
NcspH r F.iilcrprisc Ass'n.)
I'aris, July 21. Hun kultur in its
worst form is barcj In the narratives
of two French girls recently repatriated from Germany after two years of
(By

IY SUFFERING
Said Mrs. Jaynes, Speaking
of Lydia E. Pinkham's -Vegetable Compound.
Anderson, S. C " I got into an aw- -'
ful condition with what the doctors said
wnn nn orornnic riis'placement I would
have pains so badly
that they would have

Jfilli

-

me and
u:

'WMm
I

tv

2.

If,'

'"if

knew what.n..lyour
An.
meoicme wuum w
advised me to give
Lydia E. Pinkham's

v,ratnhlf
1

W

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Jewett Fire

slavery.
The narratives have been published
In book formTjy Henrietta
Celarie, a
Parisian authoress, and recite in detail the revolting conditions French
women captives are compelled to en-

Brick.
Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.

dure.

Some of the most appalling records
havo been suppressed,
those made
public it is explained,
being usual
ing usual rather than exceptional
cases.
Yvonne X
, a woman
of 30,
belonged to one of the best middle
class families of I,IIIe. At 4 a. m. Easter morning, 191 G, she was awakened
by German soldiers who .entered her
room and demanded tha't she dress
and accompany them.
She was given twenty minutes to be
ready, und told that she would be
dragged out as she was if she refused.
In the same, fashion 608 women and
girls, many of them 18 years old and
under, were collected.
The women were driven into cattle
curs. In the car Yvonne X
was
driven, twenty women and four men
were herded like cattle A sign chalked
on tho car read "Eighteen Women."
They were taken to Ardennes, where
they were tuken before a German major, who made the women pans before
him, entirely naked, for a "medical ex-

Phone

251

--

amination."
Three of tho girls wept bitterly.
They had been reported "good for ev- -

cry purpose.
This meant they were to be turned
over to the German private soldiers.
Housed With common prostitutes
and treated with the utmost contempt
by the soldiery, every effort was made
to break down the women's morality.
Keveral men would be lodged in tha
same house witli ono or two of the
French women.
Even more revolting Is the story of
Marie X
, who tells of 150 worn.
en being penned in a barn, littered
with vermin-infeste- d
straw which was
their only bed.
v
Every night German soldiers would
fon
door
and
call
the women
open the
they desired. It was useless to try to
escapo them.

Wanted

all

Jiranll
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The Helping Hand
of Electricity
,

'

Mur-nhv-

i

URGED BY GOVERNMENT
--

lr
t li tl;

MORNINtt

.OUftNAl.

fO.Il.

WINI
M0
As rnal

ex
perts predict hat anthracite coal is'
going to be scarce this winter, all of
the inventive genius in the anthracite
Industry has been hunting for new
sources of supply.
Operators aro
working abandoned' mines, installing
new devices and putting in electric
'.
power.
Tho barrier pillar between the new
Boston and Mill creek collieries, con
taining uOO.000 tons of anthracite, is
to bo mined.
Bancroft mountain,
south of Ashland, is to be stripped of
Us surface coals veins for a stretch
of two miles. Fifty yeo.r ago this mine
.
was supposedly
out, bandoned
ana then flooded with water.
i.. i , . 1. o

i,.v

,

91.

day ind night
Electricity is everywhere helpin- g- v

Toiling, toiling,
--

toiling-ceaseies- sly,

To supply pur armies In France
To offxl our loss in labor
v
Tomatour factories, our farms,
our
railroads,
steamships
pur
This same Electricity that Is helping the nation will help you, indi.
vidually.You need it irj your worje, your business, yoar home.
It will quicken your methodSj increase your efficiency and make yoa,
infifidualfy, a powerritb wbjchjey.ust.recko&t,
r-rr-.

,

wm-kedi-

Com

a trial. I did
pound
r
:t
BO 81111 luimuu iiic a
'
s
well woman and the next September I
gave mrm iu
-- Mrs. Sai.lie Jaynes, J7 Lyon St,
.
Anderson, S. C.
The letters which we are constantly
publishing from women in every section
of this country prove beyond question
the merit of thia famous root and herb
medicine, Lydia E. Tinkhama Vegetable Compound.
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COAL CONSERVATION

me
give
1..
rri

tor said I would
never De any oeixer
Wltncui nn operation and 1 would
In n il never have any
Cniiureil wiuiuut m
A neighbor who

ALBUQUERQUE GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
"At Your Scrvice

"

ffie

.

AlKuaueraue Morning Journal, Monday, July 22, 1918
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PUT TO FLIGHT
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American Casualties

PICKED ARMY IS

TURNED INTO BIG

"

H.MV.

Washington, July 21. The army
casualty list today shows:
Killed In action 4;!: died of woundr
; died of disease
1':!; died of acci
dent and other causes S; died of air
1; wounded severely
Germany Has Already Paid a Germans Are Chased Across plane accident
110. Total 19 9.
the Marne While French and "1;Inmibslng
Terrible Price in Fighting
the list w;is
Privates Eiias
CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE
American Artillery Maintains Ramus of New Boston, Tex., and
That Is Going on in the Cha-ta- u
A.
James
Sulmun, Alton, Tex., severea Steady Fire,
ly wounded.
Thierry Region.
The list:
Killed in Action.
I
W1R1
PKCIAL
MORNtN
LSAIID
JOURNAL
IB WIII
(V
PICIAL I
Moseli-yImy MORNINO
JOURNAL
Oapt. Arthur
Frecport,
In
With
on
the
the
France,
French
75c
Army
With the- American Army
111.; Sergeant Waller E. Scroggins, El- 50c,
(t
"1 'l -- -"
'"
e
Front, July 21 (by the July 21 (by the Associated Press.)
tlora, 111.; Corporals Albert Diamond,
,
Tlck in ut Theater
Mm, War Tn
Ger- From heights overlooking the Marne Cleveland, O.; Charles A. Schick, Phil
Assorted IPress,, OffensiviS.)
scene
observed
the
the
a
terrible
correspondent
many has already paid
adelphia; Privates Frank A Ives,
Culif.; Edward A. Anderson
Hives.
price In. the fighting that Is going on of the battle throughout yesterday
was
Thieruntil
evident
after
It
nightfall.
New York; Ralph D. Boone, Green
between Colssons and Chateau
Suiters.
i.
were
Germans
that
the
contemplating Castle, Ind.; Israel 11. Bryant, Sher
llofrnuin IaJMs.
ry. The advancing allied forces have
LArLHIIMD
at
defeat
a
retreat
after their
further
Mutllow Frames.
man Mills, Me.; Augu.sto CupotostO,
passed great piles' of dead and many
Scot ion Holders.
wounded. These sufferers are eared the hands of the French, American,
New York; Thomas V. Carabine, Fuji
Ctmili
Foundation. Stock of Founwhich
British and Italian division
by River, Mass.; Homer Nicholas Colburn,
tor expeditiously.
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Two Catchers Are Secret of
Success of Chicago Cubs

Cords Are Scarce
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We Still Have
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Goodyear Cord
Tires
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FURTHER NOTIC E
Ban Johnson, President of the
American League, Says Order Is to Give Players No:
tTce; Stop Order Expected,
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Pitts-buig-

PLAYER s

it i .oii jnuHl imciu
ami
.Inly 21. Opportune
Washington,
Chicago, July 12. The visitors hit
its thiril
the local pitchers hard ami oppor- hitting gave WashingtonManvictory over Chicago.
straight
won
and
behind
erratic
fielding
tunely
the game
ager Griffith announced
easily.
scheduled for tomorrow would be
A B. R. H. I'O. A. K.
Brooklyn- -played, despite l'resiflent Johnson's
o
6
0
0
0
0 statement.
.Tohnslon, rf
Scores: .
3
2
0
3
5
5
.
Olson, ss
i! 12
4
0
A B. It. II. PO. A. K.I
Dauhert, lb
1
4
4
0
0
0
4
3
0
2. Wheat, If
0
0
'.56 0 1 2 0 0 Murphy, rf
1
01
0
4
0
rf
Myer, ct . . ,
Lelhold,
1
1
0
3
ft
4
0
0
2
4
IS. Collins. 2b
OXIara, 3b
0,
1
2
0
2
3
0 Ganilil. lb
0
7
1
4
2
0.
Doolan, 2h
1
2
4
4
2
3
0 J. Collins, cf
2
4
0
M. Wheat, c
0,
0
3
2
2
0
0
0
0
4
0
2
Coombs, j
(Weaver, ss
1
1
1
2
0
0
3
1
3
0
0
3b
Oj
Grimes, p
Mc.Mullin,
1
4
0
0
0
c
Jacobs,
2
0
38
3
6 13 27 14
0
0
3
0
Totals
Cicotte, p
0
0
1
A. K. jtRisberg
0
0
AB. R. H. P
Chicago
Wlfttl

LCASCO

flPf-IA-

j

(hit-ago-

1

1

1

&

1

1

.

Flack, rf

Hollocher, ss
Mann, If
Merkle, 11
I'askeil, cf
Deal, 31)
Zeider,. 2b
e

u'Farrell,

Killifer,

1

1

3

1

0

0
0
0
0
0

0

2

1

S
4
4
4

1

0
3
14
0
0
1

1

1

3

7
1

(I

4
0

0

1

2

1

0
0
0

II

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1

.xMcCabe

3

0
3
0

U

1

1

2

c

0
0
0

2

Tyler, p

Carter,
xxBarber

p

....

0

5
5
5

,1
1

0
(1

0

3 10

39

27

Totals
xRan for o'Farrell in fifth.
xxBattcd for Carter in ninth.

4

ft

0

24

0

2 10 24 14
3ft
Totals
xHutted for Cicotte in ninth.
Washington.
AB. 11. H. I'O. A.
2
2
0
4
0
Shotton, If
2
2
4
Foster, 31
0
10
3
.Indue, lb
0
0
2
Milan, cf
1

1

1

rf

Hohiilte,

0

4

Shanks. 21)
i, van. ss
Plctnich. c.
Matteson, p

3

1

4
3

0
0
0

3

1

15.

0
1

0
0
0

3.0
4
0

0
1

ft

1

3

0

0

(I
1

1

e,

2-- 5.

3-- 5:

5-- 6;

....WO

1

1

&

1

&

Totals-

..33

-

St.

5

9 27

18

0

J .oil Is.

AB. R. H. I'O. A. K.

Heathcote, cf
Fisher, 2b
Mattick, rf

4

ss
Paulette, 3b
McHenry, If

4

Totals

0

2

7

0

0

1.1

7

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

3

(t

4

0
0

4

1

3

0

2

1

0

1

1

0

3

0
0

0
0

4

1

0
0

34

2

7

27

23

4

Grimm, lb
Gonzales, c
Brock, C
Meadows, p
Cruise

2

1

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
17

2

Hornsby,

0

0
0
0

4

1

0

0

37

2

8x112 16

3

x Two out when
winning run
scored.
Cleveland.
AB. R. II. PO. A. K
ft
0
0
Chapman, ss
1
1
11
S
Johnston, lb
n
Speaker, cf
0
0
6
Roth, rf
2
3
Wambsganss, 2b . ft

....

1

1

1

If
b
0
3b
0 Turner,
c
0 O'Neill,
Wood,
Kvans,

3

0

0

4

2

41
Totals
Score by innings:

Philadelphia

3 12

...002

.

17

33

2

002
013

000 000

010 001 000
Cleveland
Johnhits
Summitry: Two-bas- e
ston, Coveleskie. Stolen bases Dykes,
Sacrifice
Wambsganss (2), Evans.
hits Kopp, Watspn. Double plays
Evans and Johnston;
Coveleskie,
Walker and Burns; Dugan and Burns.
Btise on balls Watson. Struck out
Watson 2; Coveleskie 2. Wild pitch
AVatson

1.

,

'It

one-thir- d

two-third-

STANDING

OF THE TEAMS

national i.r:.;ri:.
W. I
Chicago
New York

ftfi

Pittsburgh

42
47
39

4 9

29
38
39

ty victories, was the worst blow.
Yet instead of fulling by the way
side the Cubs climbed out over tho
bends of the Giants and took a lead
which will be difficult for any club
to overcome.
it Ami
the secret of this has been
Killefer and Mitchell.
Mitchell is one of the really smart
baseball managers of l!OX. lie is a
profound strategist ami he knows
bn;;eba)l.
Killefer's work with the Cub pitching staff has to a great measure offset the loss of Alexander.
His masterly work behind the bat
has had a great deal to do with the
superb pitching of Vaughn, Douglass
and Tyler.
If the Cubs win the pennant this
year, and they doubtless will, Killefer's work behind the bat will have
a lot to do with it.
-

'

Y. M. C. A. NEEDS
ARMIES

IN FRANCE

h

ment.
"On the front between the Ais.ie
and the i.arne," the statement adds,
"French attacks have been

president

of the

President Johnson said that the telegram was sent to give the players

some notice but he was confident the

order to stop playing until further
notice will be sent from Cleveland be- for tomorrow night. He left for Cleveland tonight.
Chicago, July 21. The Kansas City
baseball team was awarded the pennant In the American association at
the close of today's games which
marked the end of the 1918 season
by Thomas J. Hickey, president of the
league. This action followed the decision today of the club owners to
close the parks lrrtmediately In response to Secretary of War Baker's
interpretation of the "work or fight"
order for baseball players of draft
age.

TWO NATIONAL LEAGUE
GAMES ARE CANCELLED

Pet.

Men Aver draft ago ;with some ex
.(159,
.5fi3 perience in any kind of athletics are
.519 badly needed as Y, M. C. A. physical
tho allied armies In
,r,ii; directors with
.470 France. The work of obtaining ath
Is
.441 letic directors for overseas service
in charge of George E, Stock, direc
.43;)
.414 tor of athletics for the southern de

MORNIN9 JOUflNAL BSVCIAL

LIAHU

WIRK

Second game:
Score:

,.000

Register.

Keep your osss

Want

Rat-Io-

filasH.

says:
violent artillery
duel on the Wholesale and lie tall Dealers In
Ancie was followed between BeauFRESH AND SALT MEAT8
Ha usage a Specially
mont and Ilamel by British Infantry
attacks, which we repulsed.
For Cattle and Hog the Kullnft
Between the Aisne and the Maine
Market Prices Are Paid
the enemy yesterday soueht bv the
'employment of new divisions to bring
uuout a decision In the battle. The
(enemy was repulsed, suffering heavy
losses.

444)44444444444444

Hudson for Signs

FRENCH
1R

MORNIN1 JOURNAL

0f.C,.L LUND

Wall Paper

WINS

Paris, July 21. Important gains
by the French, Americun, Italian and
British troops in the territory comprising the Soissons-RIielm- s
salient
are reported In the official communi
cation issued by the war office tonight. The heights east of La Croix
and Grlsolles have been taken, a con
siderable, section north of Chateau-Thierr- y
has been cleared of the Germans, and St. Kuphraise and Bouilly,
southwest of Rheims, huvd been captured. The text of the statement
reads:
"The battle continues under favorable conditions along the whole front
between the Marne and the Aisne.
North of the Ourcq, driving back the
enemy, we have progressed, fighting
In the region north of Villemontoire,
and on the south, have advanced to
the east of the general line of
"South of tho Ourcq we made an
Important advance beyond Neuilly-.S- t.
Front, occupying the he.vjhta east of

Hudson for
Picture Frames
X

Fourth St.

and

Are.

Copper

Wallace licsselden

General Contractor,
We are In a position to . give
more value for the money than
' any other BLILD1NO FIRM in
; this vicinity.
I

office witn

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE

877

La Croix and ..Qrisolles.
"Under the double pressure of tho
forces between the
OuVcq and the Marne and the French Paints, Oils, Glass, Malthold Hoofing
and Building Paper.
units who crossed the river between
Fossoy and Charteves, the Oermans J. C. BALDRIDGE
LUMBER
were driven back beyond the line of
Bezu-S- t.
COMPANY
Germain and Mont-SPete.
"Chateau-Thierris widely freed
to the north.
"Between the Marne and Rheims
the fighting was extremely violent.
Franco-Britis- h
and Italian troops attacked with indefatlgible energy and
captured St. Euphraise and Bouilly
and made gains in the Ardre valley,
Courton wood and Bois du Roi. The
British took four cannon and 400
prisoners."
Storms and
"Aviation, July 20:
low clouds hampered the work of our
aviators. Eleven German machines
were downed by.
guns.
French and British aviators have
made several raids Into the battle zone
and six tons
of explosives wtere
dropped on bivouacs,
convoys and
concentration points of the enemy.
"Second Lieutenant Fonck downed
seven machines in four days, making
fifty-si- x
machines
that have been
downed by this pilot,
communication: There
"Belgium
has been the usual artillery activity.
"Second Lieutenant of Artillery
Coppens downed two enemy balloons
line airplane was downed by anti- urtcraft guns."
.

,

LUMBER

n'

Chicago, III., July 21. Two games
between the Cincinnati and Chlcflgo
teams of the National league scheduled
43
Philadelphia
for Chicago tomorrow were can4
52
Lrooklyn
celled today by Chairman Hermann of
Boston
37
4S
the National baseball commission and
St. Louis . ,".
30
51
.
partmcnt.
president of the Cincinnati club. Her.
Trained athletic directors are sent mann said in a long distance telephono
AM KHK'.-I.KAGt-Kwith Charles Weegh-maW. L.
Pet. over immediately, while men with lit conversation
are given a
tle or no experience
Boston
G3
.HUG
president of the Chicago club,
30
Cleveland
f,0
ri43 month's intensive truining, with the that he was trying to arrange a meet42
New York
45 40
.f20 emphasis laid on the actual field ing of National league owners in Pittswork of the kind done in France.
burgh Tuesday.
48 41
Washington
,52
Recreation for our men in Frence Is
40
45
.471
Chicago
o July 21. August
a
S't. Louis
according to
Cincinnati,
45
40
.471 a necessity
Detroit
30
43
.429 reports of conditions in the war zone Hermann said tonight the games
The life of the American infantry, scheduled for tomorrow had not been
33
50
.398
Philadelphia
billeted In th French villages. Is mo cancelled but postponed. He said he
notonous and Irksome. There are no thought the regular schedule should
WHERE THEYPLAY TODAY resources
for diversion and entertain- - bo carried out and Cincinnati would
ment as in the American camps. Our leave for Boston to play Wednesday.
men cannot speak with the French
NATIONAL I.IvU.rrc.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
people; there are no newspapers, no
news comes in from outside; there
-AMERICAN
AMKIUCAN LF.AGI'K.
are no means for healthy activity
ASSOCIATIONj
Detroit at Boston.
except those furnished by the Y. M
C. A. It is impossible for the men to
Chicago at Washington.
At Coluntbus
St. Louis at New York.
do nothing.
It is the - task of the
Indianapolis
At Milwaukee
t. Paul
Clevelund at Philadelphia.
physical director to see that they do
At Louisville
Toledo
something which will not only furAt Kansas City
nish recreation for dull hours, but
Minneapolis
will keep their bodies and minds useThe
and
fully
.healthfully employed.
men who ian organize, boxing, wrestHERVEY IS RETAINED 1
ling, large soccer games, informal circle and tag games, and other sports
BY STATE TO RECOVER
IN
among the soldiers are doing an
Notice of Meeting.
service in helping to keep up
ON SANTA FE CO. BONDS
Notice is hereby given that an anthe morale of our troops and to mainnual and special meeting of the stocktain an efficient fighting machine.
tssiciAL UHiirostitsrl to mornino
holders of the Katie Ruhnau Mining
journal
diBut
another reason why physical
E
Santa Fe, July 21. Former Attor Company will be held on Monday,
rectors are extraordinary Important ney General
James M. Hervev hns August 5th, 1918, at 10 o'clock a. m.
over there will become more evident peen reiainea as special counsel
Alvnrado Hotel In Albuquerque,
by the
of electing
men
our
when
really geUlnto tho big state in me esse ot tne .state vs. Kelly N. Mex.', for the purposes
to recover $70,000, which the state a board of directors, to take action
fight.
nvvn n lain ir and trans
The Highland Sluggers maintained
When a man has for three days been asserts has been Illegally paid Kelly ihavnn 'such
In the refunding of Santa Fe county acting
other business as may law
their USUal recoril VDHtnrilni, uftet-nnoA Wonderful Opportunity
fighting almost wiliiout interruption, bonds.
Hervey's retainer and fee are fully come before tne meeting, xnis
when they defeated the Albuquerque has had
praetiiallyno sleep, with but
To Let Uncle Sam Win
be 2.000.
notice is given in compliance with Sec.
Browns by a score of 11 to 4. Tho little to eat; has been marching or to Said
Governor Lindsev todav: "The 937 of the Corporation Laws of New The War And At The Same
was
game
played at Hopewell field running, carrying weight, helping to bond money has been
Mexico.
' Time Get Rid Of Odd
and music was furnished by the Lib- drag guns and the like, he has been paid out of the treasury fraudulently
KATIE RUHNAU,
of the state
FRANK RUHNAU,
band.
The victory was the fifth doing work which makes football and I believe the people will approve
erty
And Ends Of Old
H. A. HOOVER,
this season by the Sluirs-erPseem like ihild's play,
every effort which is made to reoover
Silver And Gold Which
Stockholders.
the sum of the taxpayers of New Mex
The rivalry between the Sluggers
ico. As long as I am governor of this
You Can Exchange For
and the Estnncia nine has reached DUKE CITY RIFLE CLUB
state I propose to fight graft and I
POUND SALE
such a pitch that with each team
am sure that Mr. Hervey's
claiming one victory challenges have
SHOOTS FOR LAST TIME
On Tuesday the 23rd day of July,
will obtain for, the state every
been been hurled back and forth. As
cent that it Is possible to recover 1918, at 1,0:00 a. m In front of the
a result the teams will play the decid
The Duke
Rifle association through the courts."
City Hall on North Second St., I will
Ing game at Estanci.-- Thursday lifter shot on the City
sell one brown horse, will weigh 1200
national tfuard range
noon. Nick Napoleon has arranged to
of high CUBS AND RED SOX
number
a
Sunday, quite
pounds, 8 years old 14 hands high,
transport the entire team to Eatanela. scores were made'.'' This shoot finishwhite star in forehead, branded on
In the iranin
nftArnnrm Ti ed the summer course. The fall course
left shoulder.
HOLD TOP IN MAJOR
Chavez, I'ena and Gonzales did the will commence in
J. R. OALUSHA,
September. The
battery work for the .Sluggers, while range will then be used alternately
LEAGUES FOR WEEK
City Marshal,
Oilliams and Sanchez performed for by the Duke
city Rifle v association
the Browns.
,
mr MoaniNa journal ersciAl iAto wiRll
and the Home Guards.
Mrs. C. A, Wright of the
Journal wants bring results.
New York .Tllltf 91
ChlnAvn mil
While the two organizations will be
Wright Trading Post 4th
While Sox Play On.
Boston hold tho lend In t.bo Nntlnnnl
as separate units of tha war depart-r.ienand Gold has been placed in
Washington.
July 21 j Manager
it is
Clarence
expected that a number and American leagues, respectively.
Rowland of the Chicago
charfe of this by the War
American league club tonight received of expert riflemen will be selected Chicago slumped badly, losing five
a telegram here from President John- from the rifle association to fill tho games out of seven. Splendid pitching
Savings Committee and. will
son of the league directing him to play racks of the Home Guards.
enabled the American league lender
return to vou the full value
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
sll games scheduled until further noTeams will be built up In each or- - to gain ground, winning six games out
of
the articles in stamps.
tice. Johnson had announced pregan'zatlon. Rivalry.- and pride of the ot seven.
;
120 West Gold.
viously that all ball parks in the teams will cause
44.
Chlcniro
Nntmnnla
The
.,,11)
warm
competition
league would It closed after today's
games with Philadelphia, a season's
games because of Secretary Baker's for the honors of the range.
The scores of the shoot at 200 and recora was raaco Wednesday when
decision classing baseball its
t'he teams battled twenty-on- e
under the "work or fight" reg- 100 yards are as follow
innl
V. hcelr,
ulations.
Aiken. before Chicago won.
Hall,'
f;
In the American lea true Rosdnn'. do.
Packert,
Burtner,
Teil it through the classified Reid.
Barrier. fense was nenetratert nnlv nn
in
Clayton.
seven games when St. Louis won one
l; Cochran,
!olumns.of The Journal.
Schoen. out of four games
Batr,
Heckwlth.
-''.';
Dick-sen- .
NO&TH FIK8T STREET
ii.
berg,
Andrews.,
are ouick and certain
"Two-Bit- "
OroM
the
Join
Club.
Bed
Kirkpatrick,
Cincinnati

44

1

t.

y

HELP

r,

anti-aircra- ft

UNCLE
SAM
By Getting

7;

i

5;

highland slug

9.

ARTISTS WIN

61

w. s. s.

YESTERDAY

to

s

War Savings

.

Philadelphia

''""'

"A

Franco-America-

(BV

1MK.

Claimant nanus

V P. HarrlnK'on, of Coiteo. N. M.; Patrlelo
OonzalfS. of Sebnyeta. X M ; Samuel Gar.
cla, of Seboyeta. N. M. ; Ulonlelo Marques,
of Seboyeta, N. M.
FRANCISCO DEI.CiADO,

:ol as fresh ones
Ouart, tk Half sent
75 v. Gallon. $1.10. Cnn he
by parcel hM, freight or express.
Berlin, July 21
(via London.)
can will preserve fifteen dozen.
North of Chateau Thierry, according Qunrl
Ifl.
to the official statement issued today, K. XV. I J'.F. Phone
tho Americans suffered particularly
hnivy losses. The tent of the stateTHE WM. FARFr COMPANY
ment

resday.
President Johnson late today telegraphed all American leagues to
continue to play, until officially notified to quit.
from James Dunn,
club.

S,

In

i

R. H. E.
002 03
002

12

ft

005

4
1

10
Cleveland . ...003
(Called end eighth to allow PhilaBoston
('liicliiniill
delphia to catch train.)
Cincinnati, O., July 9. Boston
Batteries: Watson and Perkins:
broke
even In a Morton and Thomas.
and Cincinnati
double-heade- r
In the
here today.
first, Toney was knocked out of the
box, sufferinc his ninth defeat out of
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
his last ten games pitched. '
R. H. K.
First game Score:
8
0
100 310 0005
Boston
Ion AnjjeloH
Vernon
Cincinnati .. . . 000 110 0002 9 3
.
,
Log Angeles, July 21.
'
and
Wilson;
, Batteries:"' Ragan
Score:
game
Morning
Toney, Eller. Jacobus and Wlngo.
R. H. E.
Morning game Score:
Second game Score:
R. II. K Vernon
1
S
6
.
3
. 009 102 003
5
Boston
0
2
0
Los Angeles
110 200 12x 7 13 1
Cincinnati
Bateries: R. Mitchell and Devomur;
Batteries; Canavan and Henry; Crandall, Valencia and Lupan.
and
Allen.
Ring
R. IT. 10.
Afternoon game- - Score:
4
0
Los
,
Angeles
Havo some alfalfa select 1 for Vernon
S 13
5
poultry and rabbits. Just wliat yop
Batteries: Brown and . Lapan;
wane Iloii't .wait till It's all gone.- Qulnn and Devormer.
K. W. FEE.
2--

5--

KeKlsler.

For Gold and Silver

4

Coveleskie, p

0

Batted for Meadows In ninth.
Score by innings:
5
010 300 010
New York
000 000 0022
fct. Louis
e
hits Young
Summary:
Gonzales. Stolen
McHenry,
Holke,
bases Hornsby 2, Grimm 2, Brock 2.
Sacrifice hit Fletcher. Base on balls
1.
Hit by pitcher
Meadows
Causey (Mattick, twice.) Struck out
By Causey 2, Meadows S.
R. IT. K.
Second game Score:
JJew York.. 000 000 000 06 B 8 1
St. Louis... 000 000 000 022 6 3
Batteries: Steele and Rariilcn, McCarthy; Sherdell. Doak and Ooznles,
Two-bas-

Wis

(Ily Paul PiiriiKin.)
The success of the Chicago Cubs
In climbing to tin- tup of the. National
ileague heap ami staying there Is
the story of tlio mktcs of two catchers, Bill Killcf.'i-- the great, st of National UiigiKi .catchers,
and Fred
'
Mitchell, manager of the c lub.
has long been a baseball tradition that catchers make the best managers, a tradition which
has put
catchers in
of tho managerial positions of Hut big leagues as
s
from the other
against
eight positions.
The Cutis started tho season with
all the earmarks of a great ball dub,
but it was not long until war conditions made cuts in the ranks, whtcn
presaged a rapid fall into the .second
division. Tho Iobh of Alexander, who
would have been good for about thir

j.

2
4 12 27 12
30
Totals
1...0U 000 00024
Chicago
120
100 100 02x
00263 Washington
10
Brooklyn
Two-bas- e
100 001 001
hits Milan.
Chicago
Summary:
HolloTwo-bas- e
.1.
Stolen
hits
Collins.
Mc.Mullin, Schulte,
Summary:
(2), husogShanks, K. Collins. Sacrifice
cher. Mann (2), Olson, Z. Wheat Mer-'klMerkle. Stolen bases Baskert,
hits Milan, McMullin. Double plays
Sacrifice hits Doolan,
Olson.
Weaver, E. Collins and Gandil.
Coombs
1;
on
balls
Off Cicotte 3. Struck
Base
Crimes.
Base on bull
out By Matteson 1.
Innings pitched Tyler.
Carter! 1.
i
4
Coombs.
4 i;
Carter, 4
Struck out By Tyler
Cleveland
Grimes, 4
Philadelphia
1; Carter 1; Grimes 1. Wild pitch
Cleveland, Ohio, uly 21. Cleveland
Grimes.
won the first in eleven innings, the
deciding run, being sent across tho
St. Louis
secNew York
plate on Dugan's wild throw. The
St. Louis, Mo., July 21. New York ond ended in a tie, the game being
took two games from St. louls today, called to let the visitors catch a train.
the secpnd In eleven innings. Scores:
Score, first game:
First game
Philadelphia.
New York.
AB.'R. H. PO. A. 1C.
0
0
2
AB. R. If. PO. A. E. .Tamleson.
rf
0 Miinrh" rt
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
4
2
0
..
Burns, cf
0
1
3
0
2
0
0
4
2
If
Young, rf
Kopp,
0
0
0
0
4
1
0
0
6
0
f
Thorpe, rf
Walker,
o 0
0
3
0
0
4
Oil1
Fletcher, ss
Burns, lb
1
0
2
2
6
4
0
0
4
3b .
Doyle, 2b
Gardner,
1
2
0
1
3
.
4
0
.
0
3b
4
0
y mmerman,
c . . .
McAvoy.
1
0
4
1
0
1
4
5
1
4
1
Wilhoit, If
2h
.'.4
Dykes,
0
0
3 IS
0
1
1
3
6
1
4
Holke, lb
ss
Dugan,
2
0
0
0
0
4
0
3
1
0
0
3
McCarthy, c
p
Watson,
0
0
0
3
0
Causey, p

...

GERMAN
IaV M01NIN4

as

The American association closed its
season today and awarded the pennant to Kansas City.
American league owners, the majority of whom are said to favor closing their parks at once, will meet tomorrow at Cleveland.National league oficials, many ot
'whom are said to favor continuing
iwith their schedule, will meet In
Tuesday. August Herrmnim.
president of the Cincinnati club, ar d
chairman of theNational Baseball
commission, told President Johnson
on the long distance telephone today
thut it was impossible for him to
reach President Tener of the National
I'iugue, but that the emergency was
a meat that he had called the meeting Mid the club owners had agreed
A pievious meeting called by President
Tener was sat for New York on A'eJ.

-
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FUA.Nl'lSCO DEI.'IADO,

Baker's decision to class
under, the
Berlin, July 21 (via London.)
"work or fight" regulations, orders Fresh
fighting developed this evening
were issued to continue play until furbetween the Aisne and tho Ourct, acther notice.
cording to a late German official statebaseball

Dodgers Hit Cub Pitchers Hard Opportune Hitting Gives Senators Third Straight Victory
and Opportunely; Win Easily
Over White Sox; Will Play
Work
of
Erratic
on
Because
Tomorrow's Gamethe Diamond,
IBV MOMNIMfl

Kttluaur, of Hilio, S

NOTICE I'OK I'l'IlUCATION.
JOURNAL BPSCIAI. LtASKO WINK
11. 8. l.ar.d Ot- On Department of the Interior,
Berlin, July 21 (via London.)
iw., .imy ir,, mis.
rieo at ania t'e.
the battle field between the Aisne and
Is
Notice
hereby itlven that Estevan
the Marne, after a successful defense Chaves, of Sehoyeta,
N. M., who, on Oct. 4.
No. 1)17310, , fof
Chicago, July- - 21. While Indicaagainst th French, attacks have been I!tl2. matte Homestead.
HSK1-4,
Beet Ion 29, Township
N1
tions tonight were that professional renewed and the fighting is going on,
3VV.
N. M. 1'. Meridian, has filed
!IN,
Itanse
baseball will be suspended by major according to the official statement is- in, tire of Intention to
live year Proof,
league magnates at meetings to be sued at the war office. Southwes't of to establish clulm to the land above de- Rheims
II. H. Com- attacks
also
the
Win.
('.
by
Kennedy,
before
enemy
aerlbed,
held this week as a result of Secrefailed, tho statement adds.
mlssloner, at Sebnyeta. N. M on the Sept.
of War

Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.

SCORE

fALIAN

:'

E. E. BLISS

KDO

STATEMENTS

WILL PLAY UNTIL

IB?

;

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

F

NOTICE FOB Fl'BLlCATIO.V
OFF'1.
Department of the Imerinr, V. S. I.ahJ trf-flc ot Santa Fe, N. M., July 3, lsis.
Notice it hereby given, thai liitr..'lnln
Manjues, of Maniuea, X. M who. on Sept.
--M.
ISIS, made Homestead entry .o. 01700.
for M21-Section 6, Township H.-Range
N. M. V. Meridian, has filed notice of
21. Franco-Italia- n
Intention to make fiv
July
year Homestead
in have taken up their ad-1- .,' final Proo. to entabllsh claim tu the land
,
Albania. On Saturday, says auuvs
Kenbefore! William
li
nn war office statement to-- 1 nedy, r. 8. Commissioner, at Seboyota, N.
nit Iosl. on the crest of Mali M.. on Sept. 3. 1918.
.'
Claimant names as witnesses:
S .
In the bend of the Devoli river
south of F.I Bassnn, was captured, t'p Iteyes Marques, of Marquel, N, M : Anto July 19, 2,167 prisoners and 2ti tonio Jarainlllo, of Bldo, X. M.; Mjriurltt
of Sun Mateo, X. M. ; Permit If
Romero,
gun.s were captured.

v
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Impossible to Pass Amendment to
"Ramrod SilhouHh Holds Us
State Constitution at This Time,
Stiffly to Wool Conservation
Says Attorney Wm. A Gillenwater

PANKEYWILL

10

HEAD G.

FIVE

,

0. P.

)
New York, July JO, After a care-- .
IN
ful inspection of most of the frocks,
suits and coats in New Yorks display of autumn style models it is
safe to inform woman renders that
is very
fashionable silhouette
Lamy Cattleman Announces the
much up and down! It's called the
His Candidacy for Govern-orshi- p; "Ramrod Silhouette" and its ideal
v
seems to be to prove that the shortest
Raynolds t Is Men- distance between milady's head and
Is a straight line.
will not
tioned for Supreme Court. feet
yield ' so much us a fuimiy curved
waistline.
Extreme height and slenderness Is
TO MO.MIN. JOU.NALl
(.P.CIAk COnnitPONDINCB
the effect desired and it likewise proThe duces a neat
Santa Fe, N. M.. July 21
saving In material.
It has been found that the severe
movement to adjourn politics does not
which Fashion decreed as
seem to be "taking" here, Judging simplicity
an earlv war measure Is
from the rumors current among the
past week regarding prospective candidates at the election this fall.
Senator Benjamin F. Fankey, whose
name has been suggested as a condj-dat- e
for the governorship on the republican ticket, has formally cast his
sombrero into the ring. The famous
Lamy cattleman said he would not
prance around the state in a mnd
scramble for the office, but' let it be
known that his lightning rod points
skyward and if It is "hit" he will make
the best of the situation.
"I am not going to make an active
ho
campaign for the nomination,"
Eaid, "but I would very much appreciate the high honor of being governor of the state of New Mexico. If
I am nominated and elected I will be
my own man, just as I was In the
state senate, when I voted for every
measure which was asked for by the
railroad wage earners of the state. '
"I believe that the cattlemen of the
state, who voted independently, will
support me at the polls if I am
nated by my party. I shall try to bo of
service to my stute if called upon to
serve, but my nomination must come
because my party thinks I can lead
it to victory.
Raynolds for Supreme llcix-h- .
It was definitely stated that Bernalillo county will offer Judge Herbert
P. Raynolds of Albuquerque for the
republican nomination for Justice of
the supreme court to succeed Chief
Justice Hunna and that, us the cards
lie, he is to take the pot without op
position. The Albuquerque jurist is
not, of course, going to make such a
campaign for the place as would make
It appear to be the object of partisan
activity but he is just the same hoping.
It Is said that the party will conclude
that his judicial attainments conspicuously fit him for the past. In thai
endeavor, he is to have the hearty cooperation of the leaders apparently.
It was also stated that W. D. Mur
ray of Silver City will be nominated
for state treasurer by the republicans
w ithout opposition.
'
We are also to have with us again
that hardy perennial bloomer, the
Right Honorable Octaviano Larrazolo
His mututions in, out, around and
nominations
among congressional
while he was, an unresenerata demo
crat, are now to be supplemented, if
he can be induced, by an experience
os a republican candidate for the same
Job. Party leaders figure that it will
be Larrazolo against Lucero and there
will be therefore odds as to native
vote preferences. And Larrazolo, like
Lucero, "has to be taken care of" not
again, but yet, that handsome legis
lative honorarium apparently being
Dclgado Hag Aspirations.
The nomination of the Las Vegans
is only half of the reparation thut is
tq be done San Miguel county this yeafc-fo- because the
straight, simple cutting
the famine in state Jobs which it
miffered two years ago when it sought it involved required great lengths of
and sought vainly for a place on the material. Accordingly the new tendticket for one of its sons. Sheriff Del ency, in spite of straight Jines, In for
gado of San Miguel is also to go on generous ornamentation, especially on
the ticket, he to be gazetted for sec- suits. The trimming Is in the form of
panels, tabs and pockets which con
retary of state and thus make another serve
the small pieces of cloth. In
n
race be
purely
very many suits there are center back
tween Delgado and Duran, who, re and
tenter
froiU panels, emending bepublican politicians think, will defeat low the hips, finished with
fur bunds,
who
the sacrifical lamb, Adolph Hill,
and held in by the new half-beltmany feel has suffered, fought, bled, girdling either, the back or front of
and died enough in the trenches of the figure and completed with straps,
defeat as a democratic nominee. But cords, or other decorative effect.
Skirts are a bit longer nd correAdolph doesn't see it that way.
The slate Is not complete. JStich spondingly narrower, averaging only
minor places as lieutenant governor about toone and one-hayards for
one and
for
and auditor, etc., have not yet been suits
dresses.
skirts
have
Many
yokes set
disposed of. But the slate makers feel on with cording, and
big
that thus far they have given rather pockets, if any at all, aresmashing
successful attention to what they ad- in both skirts and coats used. Seams
or
mit are, the twin necessities of the are joined under braid alloverlap
a part of
siuatlon: First, the nomination, as the conservation order.
Tunic will hold good, but th'ey are
they say, of a clean ticket, freed from
the old entanglements and prejudices
and "properly distributed geographically." Fall from the southeast, Mur- STATE MOUNTED POLICE
ray from the southwest, Pankey from
REPORT FOR JUNE MADE.
the nortK and most everywhere, and
two from the kingdom of San Miguel "
BY CAPT. H. J. M'GRATH
very good so far and we can find
our attorney general in some other
section."
uncial eoiiffiaONoMci to iIoknin journal
,
Santa Fe, July 21. The state
Splesn May Not Return,
As addenda to this gossip of 1918 mounted police, through their captain,
it may be remarked that astute breth H. J. McGrath, today submitted their
ren are even now looking forward to report for June to Governor W. K.
1920. Soothsayers report that Charles Lindsey.
A. Spiess, who has been a vicarious
During June 78 arrests were made
atonement, for lo, these many years on the charges of murder, assault to
as republican national committeeman, murder, offlourishing deadly, weapon,
larceny
stock, unlawful butchering,
. isi
going to deprive Chairman Will burning brands,
rebbery, burglary,
his
of
services
the
benefit
of
Hays
slackers, deserters, bootlegging, sellduring the next presidential campaign ing whiskey to Indians, white slavery,
and announce his retirement.
vagrtney and operating automobiles
His successor, it .is said, Is to be without license. Thirty-nin- e
important
Eduardo Otero of Valencia county, the investigations were made and automosame Otero who put temptation behind bile licenses to the sum of $323 were
be taken out ln addition to
?Srdin fines
him in regard to the governorship, 1235
Imposed on careless mobut who it is said would like to sit torists. A number
of houses of prostiin the chair of, the councils of the tution Wer elnmftri at V.A
,.r
the
so
his
held
the
uncle,
federal
long
by
authorities. Nineteen head
party
oi
were
Luna.
Solomon
siook
Jute
stray
recovered.
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Service In Mountains,
East Las Vegas, 'N. M., July SI.
An open air religious service in tha
mountains surrounding, the Onllinar
canyon was enjoyed
today by the
United Brethren Sunday school. The
teachers and members were, taken in
cars to the picnic grounds,, where services were conducted. Later a .bounteous lunch was served.

Kansas City Quits Today.
Kansas City, Mo., July 20. George
Muehlbach, president of the Kansas

City American association 'baseball
club announced tonight that the team
would complete Its season wrlt.h tomorrow's double header with Minne.
'
apolls. The decision, lie said was
reached independent of that which
may be reached by the club owners
In session tomorrow at Chicago. Kan.
Martinez Is Appointed.
sas City will not be represented at the
''
Santa Fe; July 21. Benjamin L. meeting..'
,
Murtlnez, former deputy tax collector
of Rio Arriba c.ounty, has been apGood Crop Prospect
pointed .deputy federal, income tax
Washington, July 20. Th largest
collector and will report next week at
headquarters at Phoenix. New Mex- crop of beans, sugar beets and peaico will probably be assigned, to .him nuts ever grown In the United States
...
Aire In prospect for this year.
a
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.
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Clovis New leSieu, ,juv
Kditor Mornint,' Journal:.
I notice there is considerable discussion by the politicians and others
over the state anciit ihe ptuposicon,
inaue si'Mieliine since,
amend tha
constitution of the tatu s() ihat it
be
to
will not
hold the falf
necessary
elections for state, county and district
officers, and thus continue in office,
for what time I am not Informed, the
present incumbents whose terms of
office expire with this year and whose
successor.1 would, under the present
constitution, be chosen by the people
at the elections to be held in November.
If my understanding of the matter
is ronect, it is proposed to call th
legislature together for thu purpose
of framing an amendment to the
which amend.uent is to provide that there shall be no elections
In November, and which, when ratified by the people of the state, would
have the effect to continue in office
the present incumbents whose terms
end Jaunary 1st, 19l!t' The proposition, which seems to have enlisted the
Interest of some ot the best thinkers
of the state, is perhaps the most extraordinary, if not revolutionary,
scheme ever devised and seriously
Considered by the people of any slate.
The only reason given, as 1 am Informed, for urging this unusual procedure upon the people of the stute
is that It will save the state the expense of holding the fall elections at
lime when the money thus expended
la needed for more highly necessary
purposes; or, In 'other words, that
such a great .crisis has arisen in the
affairs nf the state that it is necessury
for the people of the state lo forfeit
.

STATE

ft

a

'

11

Iv M

a

at least temporarily, their constitutional right of suffrage uTid to retain
in office, for what time is not certain,
the present holders of public offices;
that the people shall, for a time, give
up, ln a measure, their right of
the principul object of
human liberty and one of the main
objects for the great struggle in which
we are now engaged as a nation. This
would be a very great sacrifice of
their constitutional rights by the people. Do the circumstances justify this
sacrifice? Could the plan be lawfull
carried out, if Justified?
So Necessity Kxlsts.
A mere glance at the situation and
the condition of the people of this
state will reveal that no such extraordinary critical necessity exists. In fact
the people of the state as a whole
were perhaps never in better circumstances financially,
notwithstanding
the demands upon their resource o.

casioned by the war. The people of
the state have more than met almost
every demand made upon them and
will be amply able to meet the full demands upon their resources made necessary by the war.'. Why, then, should
they be called upun to forfeit their
right to self government as a war
measure? Why the people of the
state resort to this dangerous and un- precedented course?
If a contingency should arise making It necessary for the people of tho
state to make greater sacrifice ln order to meet their full proportion of
the burdens of the war, could not
some other method of reducing the
expenses of the state be found than
thut of altering, in a vital part, the
fundamental law of the land, and retaining In office the men whose terms
of office expire January 1, 1919? If
Such need should come, would it not
comparatively scant, often formed of be better to reduce the salaries of ofa corner not othcrwitse needed.
rather than to perof the
Perhaps more than any other form ficers the state, office holders In
present
petuate
of dress, war conditions have affected evening wear. As there is com- office by requiring tho people of the
paratively little dancing and little stute to sacrifice, for a time at least,
pretentious entertainment in order, their right of suffrage and local self
deml-dreor evening dress will an- government?
swer generally.
Cost of KiHK'lal Session.
Lace is regaining prestige and is
Besides, is there any assurance that
seen in entire evening gowns, Spanish
be much
lace and CJmntilly, in black or white, the course proposed will not
than
having the greatest vogue. Dyed laces, more expensive upon the stale The
too, are especially good style, and lace to hold the regular elections?
is much used in combination
with mere assembling of the legislature is
For evening wear not an inexpensive affair by any
crepe and chiffon.
nothing is smarter than the old Rpan-is- means'. The very short session of the
laco scarfs, alone, or as purt of
legislature held in 1917, while perthe gown Itself.
haps a necessary expense, cost the
It is
Upper Right Smart street suit of state several thousand dollars.
culled
in
the
when
legislature
true
that
blue
velours.
Liberty
Left Afternoon frock of new cor- together ,lt would b called, no doubt,
d
bib. Right, for this special purpose, but that body
rugated crepe,
afternoon frock of new corrugated is, in large measure at least, the Judge
d
bib and apron, new at the purposes ot the call and may
crepe,
i
long skirt.
construe the same to include any
that could Jiosibly come within the call. How tyng it would take
Comthat body, when assembled, to agree
no one
upon the proposed amendment,
knows. Onoe assembled, only the Kord
knows when this body would adjourn.
the
The only limit set upon the time seslegislature may remain In special
sion is that fixed by the constitution
at thirty days. But assuming that the
readlegislature acted promptly andamendily agreed upon the proposed
ment and adjourned, then there must
be added to tho expense of the special
session the expense of an election
for it
upon the proposed amendment,
must be submitted to the people at
otr election before it can become a
be
part of the constitution and must
approved by a majority of the electors
voting thereon. Should the measure
fall to be approved by the people, and
as has been suggested, it no doubt
would do, then tho entire expense of
the legislative session and of the special election would be a, total loss to
the state; so that the state would be
In the position of wagering the expense of the extra session and the
election upon the extremely uncertain
result of the election an expense
which would fce as great or perhapfi
greater than that of holding the fall
elections. It is true the present office
holders, who are or expect to be candidates for office, would be spared
the .expense of a campaign ,lf such
amendment could , and - should be
adopted. But I believe that the' tax
f
UBVr. ROBERT, e.
payers of this state are more interested In preserving the! constitutionaLieut.- Robert K.' Lee," grandson of l1
rights than in saving a few office
Gen. Robert E. Lee, commander of holders
tho expense ot a legitimate
.
the Confederate armies, has received
. Vv
;
t
the French War cross for his exploit campaign.
in capturing a boche machine gun
Perpetuate Men In Office.
The idea, if carried out, would have
some weeks ugo
He was wounded
in the fight, but recovered.
the effect of perpetuating men In of
,

fice, a thing contrary to the most vl
tal principles upon which our government is founded, and would deprive
the people of their sacred right, at
regular and stated times, to choose
those who are to serve them as agent
of their government.
But asldo from the questions of
necessity and expediency of the plan,
it is quite impossible to be curried out.
Our constitution by article XIX. has
provided the method of proposing and
adopting amendments thereto. Section
I of article XIX. provides that "Any
amendment or amendments to this
in
constitution may be proposed
either house of the legislature at any
regular session thereof;" and furthci
that the proposed amendment shall
be submitted to the electors of the
state for their approval or rejection
"at the next regular election held In
said state after the adjournment of
the legislature proposing such amend
ment or amendments, or at such spec-'eloction to be held not lesi than
six months after tho adjournment of
said legislature." Regular sessions of
the legislature begin "on the second
Tuesday of January next after each
general election," and no regular ses
sion that can now be held shall hold
for longer than sixty days. This time
for holding gencdal elections is fixed
by the constitution to bo 'the Tuesday
ufter tho first Monday in November
In each even numbered year." Con
stitution article XX., section tl.
' Plan Not Feasible.
It is thus plain that for two reas
ons the plan cannot be carried out at
this time. First, the amendment must
lie proposed at a "regular session" of
the legislature and that body cannot,
meet in regulnr session until the sec
ond Tuesday of January, 1919; second, such constitutional amendment,
if the same should be proposed by
the legislature at this time, could not
be voted upon until six months ufter
tho legislature had adjourned. Admitting that the legislature could be called, meet, propose the amendment and
adjourn by August 1st, 1918, the pro
posed amendment could not be submitted to the people for approval or
rejection before February 1, 1919, entirely too lute to be of any relief to
the present office holders of the state,
for, until such amendment Is
by the people at Btich election,
the present 'constitution of the stato
would continue In force and effect,
making it necessary to hold the fall
elections in November this year, and
the terms of office of those now In
office would have expired and those
would
elected at the fall elections
have been Inducted into office for
their respective terms as now provided by the constitution and tho law.
I do not know that any office holder In this state favors the plan or
that any officer would take advantage of his constituents and remain In
office after the expiration of the term
for which he was elected. But, If such
there be, who, from his desire to save
himself the expense of a campaign,
or, what would no doubt be the more
.persuasive reason, la afraid of his
al

fur-edge-

Confederate
mander's Grandson
.Gets War Cross
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SUMMER SESSION OF
LAS VEGAS NORMAL
TO CLOSE THURSDAY
COARtaPONOINCK

SMCIAl.

Fast l.as Vegas,

TO MOANIN

JOURNAL!

X. M., July

21.

The normal university summer session
will close Thursday with the second
commencement of the year. Fifty-twnames will be added to the list of the
alumni. Of these twenty will receive
tho degree of bachelor of pedagogy,
o

three that of bachelor of arts in eduwill receive
cation, and twenty-fou- r
academic diplomas. John V. Conway,
of
assistant state
superintendent
schools, will deliver the address to
tha graduates. Guests of honor will
be the widow of the former governor,

Mrs. Kzequiel C. do Baca; Mrs. Cecilia Kosenwald, Mrs. Nestor Hoffman, R. R. Larkln and E. V. Ixng.
The classes ln dramatic art conducted by Mrs. May Ross Conwell during
the summer session have given several
delightful playlets for the pleasure stu-of
townsfolk ami summer school
dents. Mrs. Conwell has been coaching normal plays for several years and
has attained much deserved fame for
her success. The normal pnmmet
school enrolled over 600 students this
year. One of the summer school faculty, Miss Dorothy K. Russell of
has been employed as a teacher
In the Albuquerque, city schools next
year. Miss Russell formerly taught In
Hoswell.
Ron-well- ,

Accidentally Shoots Self.

Fast Las Vegas, N. M., July 21.
While shooting sparrows Friday afternoon,

t'osme Sena, aged 43,

acci-

dentally shot himself, dying a half
hour later. The tragedy occurred at
the Sena homo on Main street. Senn
was heard to call for help, und neighbors who rushed to his aid, found the
bullet had penetrated his head. The
missile entered the left temple. Per.a
is survived by a wife, mother and
father and a brother who Is serving
in the army.
,
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NOTICKS.
--

4201.

304a.
HF'KTOHATIOV TO FNTIIY OF
LAN Its IX NATIONAL POUKST.
Notice is hereby given that the
lands described below .embracing
"2.08 acres, within the Manzano National Forests, New Mexico, will be
subject to settlement and entry under
the provisions of the homestead laws
of the United States and the act of
June 1. 1906 (34 Stat., 233), at the
United States land office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, on August 24, 1918. Any
settler who was actually and In good
faith claiming any of said lands for
agricultural purposes prior to January 1, 1900, and has not abandoned
same, has a preference right to make
a homestead entry for the lands actually occupied. Said lands were listed upon the applications of the persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
right of any such settler, provided
such Settler or applicant Is qualified to
make homestead entry and the preference right Is exercised prior to August
24. 1918, on which date the lands will
be subject to settlement and entry by
A
tract of
person.
any qualified
4

1

557.51 acres, within what will probably be when surveyed Sco. II, T. 11
N., R. 4 E.. N. M. P. M.. described by
II. E. S. No. 270 as follows: Beginning at corner No. 1. whence U. 8. I
M. No.
Sandia bears N. 23" 34' E
11.19 clis.; extending thence S. 22.99
chs.; thence R. 9 f,C W.. 2.1.02 chs.;
thence N, 22.99 chs.; thence R. 25
chs. to the place of beginning, except
that portion (4.1.93 acres) heretofore
restored under List
the net
area hi rehy listed being 3 5 S acres,
application of Cosmo Garcia, AlameAll lands
da. New Mexico: List
not
embraced in original list
200 will revert to
covered by List
the status which it occupied prior to
the original listing, subject to any
valid adverse claim. A tract of 1 6 '
acres, within Sec. 21, T. 11 N., R. 5 E.,
described as the N 'j SW'4. the SVi
NW'i. except that portion (101.50
acres) heretofore restored under List
the net area hereby listed being riX.50 acres, application of Fran-cisc- o
Garcia y Candclario, rara Jesus
Romero, old Albuquerque, New MexList
June 19, 191S. C. M.
ico;
BRUCE, Assistant Commissioner of
the General
Office.
1

1

.

4

Lists

--

4143,

--

424.

354a.
UKSTOH ATION TO ENTRY OF
IN
LANDS
NATIONAL FOREST.
Notice Is hereby
given that the
lands
described
below, embracing
S9.C2 acres, within the Santa !
National Forest, New Mexico, will be
to
settlement and entry under
subject
the provisions of the homestead laws
of the United States and the act of
June 11, 1900 (34 Stat., 233), ot the
United States land office at Santa Fe,
New .Mexico, on August 24. 191S. Any
settler who was actually and In gootl
faith claiming any of said lands for
agricultural purposes prior to Junuarf
!, 190B. and lias not uhandoned same,
las a preference
right to make a
y
homestead entry for the lands
occupied. Said lands were list-- i
upon the applications of th parlous mentioned below, who have a
reference right subject to the prl"
lulu of any such settler, providevieh settler or applicant is qualltl'
'o make homestead
entry and th
preference right Is exercised prior to
August 24,, 1918, on which date the
lauds will bo subject to settlement and
A
entry by any qualified person.
tract of C2.12 acres, within Sec. 25, T.
20
R. 2 E.. N. M. P. M described
hy 11. E. S. No. 2112 as follows:
at corner No. 1, whence thw
corner common to Sees. 24 and 25, T.
20 N., R. 2 E
and Sees. 19 and 30,
T. 20 N., R. 3 U., bears ,N. 89"
E.,
13.79 chs.; extending thence S. 7" 30'
34
19' W..
W., C.80 chs.; thence S.
18.00 chs.; thence S. 37 IB" E., 11.60
10.16
09
45'
W
N.
thence
chs.;
chs.;
thence S. 61 40' W., 27.24 chs.;
thence S. 73" 22' W., 30.29 chs.t thencn
N. 0" 45' E 5.01 chs.; thence N. 67"
2G'
17' E., 43.28 chs.; thence N. 41
K
21.97 chs.; thence N. 21" 40' E..
11.51 chs.; thence N..89" 36' E., 7.71
chs., to the place of beginning except
that portion (30 acres) heretofore
tho net
restored under list
area hereby listed being 32.12 acres.
Implication of William H Rogers,
who made Santa Fe H. E. 03006; List
The EH SEU BE 14 NE14
See. 26. T. 18 N., R. 3 E., 5.00 acres,
application of Julian Ribera. Jemez,
The NE14
New Mexico; List
4

act-sall-

-

3'

SE4 SEK.theWVi

SW14

SW
NWVi SEtf
8WV4 SE14 the
SE4, the. KE4
SE4, the SE14

SE14. the RWVl

the EH

E14
NWV4

HE 14
SE14

NWil

SE4

SE14.
SW

SWVi

SEW. the N4 SMi NE'4 SWH Sec. 2,
the N14 NW14 NE4 NE4. the N Vt
NEy NWVi NE14. the NE14 NW14
NWi; NE14 Sec. 11, T. 19 N., R. 6 B..i
52.50 acres, application of Nobrrto
Roybal, Uuckman, New Mexico; List"
June 19, 1918. C. M. RRUCE.
Assistant Commissioner of the Genera
Lund Office.

Men Wanted for the
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Naval Reserve
Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense

Your
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19;
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horse and dubious of his
he might fis well be undeceived now
and prepare to make a drive for votes
this fall for this scheme for perpetuation in office will hardly be adopted
in New Mexico this year.
Yours vejv truly,
Wm. A. GILLF.N WATER.

Co-operati- on

Hasten Victory

Will
.

Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service;
good pay. Any information regarding enlistment will be cheerfully furnished at

Navy Recruiting
Station
Room 26, N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque.
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nent amongst the left, or radical
group of lawyers; but it was not until
after the first revolution, in 1905, that
he begun to assume prominence in
public life.
He had joined the social revolutionary party, but as this party wus unPublishes by Lit
for
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. der a ban he became a candidateelecthe labor party in Saratov at the
tion to the third duma, in 1907. and
WMtirg RprMnttlTf
C. J. ANDEKHON,
secured a seat, whivh he retained as
ktaxqtutta Bids., CUotit, 111,
long as the duma lasted. He was the
atrn
lUprsMntstlT
leader
of the labor-partin the third
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
and fourth dumas, and gained a conA Bart 42nd St rest, Nw York.
Entered at aaoond-daa- a
tnatlar at tha siderable reputation among the left
poatotflca of Albuquerqua, N. St., under Act intelligentsia for his vehement and
f CongrsM of March 1, 1871,
bitter attacks on the government.
learner- clrculailao ttmo any other paper
In New Mexico. The only paper 1a New ... Kerensky possesses great charm ol
afaxlce laeued every day In the year,
rrnnner, has remarkable gifts as
' popular orator, and he believes
TkKM6P8UBaCRiPT10Nl
proDally, by carrier or by mail, one month.. TOO
foundly in revolution, in ail the ideals
Tearly, In advance
...,.?.M of
the liussian left Intelligentsia
NOTJCS TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Bueacrlbera to the Journal when wrltlnf whose 'excessive faith In words
and
to nave their paper changed to s Dew ad'
dreaa muet be aura to give the old addreaa. formulae very largely governed his ac
NBWSPAPM

THE BEAR
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LIKE A REGIMENT

S

Dr. Rumely dash in and out or hold
long conferences with bearded
of amolgirth, of whom there
seemed to be a great profusion aboul
the hotel lobbies.
- Mr. Met lure Not
It was perfectly plain from the first
that, whatever Dr. Kumely's real motives and backing might be, Mr. McClure was anything but
Indeed, he complained bitterly that
he found i exceedingly hard even to

Horning Journal

n.

be

MEMBER OF THB A8SOCIATBD
PRESS.
The Aaaodatad Prwa la eiclmlvely
entitled to the uae (or republication
of all newa credited to It or not otherwise credited Id this paper and alaa
Ue local newa publlehed herein.

-

tions.

It was his tragedy that his peculiar
gifts were not supplemented and Urn
ited by some power that could have
maintained order and discipline, in the
great crisis of Russian: history.
Is this the ednsky of Kerensky?

d.

t

''Germany cannot have too many
coasts,'' says a German newspaper,
The allies are preparing a long one

THB JORNAL takes ana prlnU
Ixty houre and thirty mlnuui ot
Aaeoclated Preaa leaaad wtra
aervlce each week. No other Dewa-pap- er
publlehed Id New Mexico takaa
mora than twenty-fou- r
houre of
Preaa aervloa during
weak.

for her.

o

.

-

WAlt XIAVS IN AMirgrKKQVE.

There nre only a few persons in Albuquerque who have not rejoiced ot
the news received yesterday and last
THE UATTLE IN IHAXCE.
night from the fighting area in
Those who did not rejoice do
Comment must lie withheld on the France.
count.
not
activities of the American and French
The news was received in this city
minion in France. There are so many
not with boisterousness and hilarity,
to
viewed
be
that
angles
and weighed
no
It would be folly to attempt at this, but with earnestness. Although
was published during the
newspaper
time an accurate estimate of the
household knew.
achievements of the forces who have day practically every
had happened in tho region
what
gone steadily forward since
north of Chateau Thierry before
One of the surprising and pictur night.
When the word that the French and
esque features of the campaign devel
Americans had "broken through" was
oped by General Foch and General
;
taken to Charles F. Wade, chairman
Pershing is the employment of Amer of the
who is suffercommission,
city
ican Indians as scouts. Probably the
it is, a straight business venture, with
ing from a broken leg at St. Joseph's
only American Indians ever in France
no strings "or behind the scenes influhe nearly broke his leg
sanatorium,
before were those who accompanied
ences, no propaganda, no German
over again in his efforts to welcome
Jiuffalo Bill's show on a tour of Eu- the information as Albuquerque's ex
money, then I'll go in with you if we
can come to satisfactory financial
rope, a number of years iigo. Now,
ecutive should welcome it.
terms," I finally said. "I want to go
aborigines, who acted us
There are no two men in the city
in as managing editor; to take charge
scouts when the American expeditionwho were more gladdened by the in
of the paper". I don't care what you
ary force went into Mexico, are perfrom the front than Horace
telllgence
put on the editorial page that influa
on
like
fields
of E.
the
forming
duty
ences nobody, and it will be in good
Sherman, who has a farm on West
France; Roil that has known Caesar. Mountain
hands if Mr. McClure is in cfiarge.
road, and keeps the Barnett
Hannibal and the Henries of England
The place where poison works is in
Amusement company paying divi
1918. the New York Herald Co. All rights reserved
(Copyright,
Despite the sinking of a number of dends as a side
')
the news, and I'll go with you only on
issue, and John R. Ga
(Copyright. Canada, by the New York Herald Co.)
coal barges by the Germans off the
the agreement and understanding that
whose name is in the city di
lusha,
i orth
Atlantic coast, the forward
I am to have full and absolute control
in blackfaced typo and who
movement
of the Americans ,and rectory
INSTALLMENT V.
of the news, with no appeal from my
gestion of German purpose or propahis close friends more
numbers
among
I do not think I saw Dr. Humelv ganda in the document.
French occupies the most important
It dealt with judgment as to what is and what is
generals now commanding army corps after our late session at the Union the
not news. 1 want It understood that at
place in the war news.
before
a
possibilities
newspaper
man
in
the League club in
in France than any other
Septebmer, 1914, until that should lnako itself the leader in tho first attempt to twist, distort, supIt appears certain now that the
some time in January, 1915. Wo ex- certain fields of news and which press, magnify or otherwise manipuGermans have been cut off In large city.
Mr. Galusha or Mr. Sher- changed occasional letters,
If
but no should develop tho class of material late news, I'm through."
numbers from their bases and that a man either
were young and frisky there la reference was made by either of us known to newspaper men as "feat
Was Confident of (losing Deal.
great number of prisoners will ulti- no
to
the conversation of that evening ures- along, certain specified new
what might have happened
"That Js agreed," said Dr. Kumely.
mately fall into the hands of the al- in telling
Albuquerque yesterday afternoon.-I- I think the letters were mainly devoted lines. It clis,'H3sod, the. possibilities of "I am going back to New York in a
lies.
both were young, school would have to discussion of William Allen White's a syndicate n handle and distribute day or two and I expect to have the
The allies and American people
whole deal closed in a couple of we'eks
closed and the ship would have sailed. proposal that the progressive party these features to other newspapers.
have more causo to rejoice now than
As it was, however, they both con- should get together on the platform There were plenty of figures in the I'll wire you when It Is settled."
they have had at any time since the tented themselves with eagerly read- of government ownership of railroads, document and estimates of a highly opAgain I confided in my wise old
battle of the Marne.
concerning which Mr. White had asktimistic character as to the profits to friend. He shook his head. "It doesn't
the
from
bulletin
successive
ing each
ed each of us, 3010118 others, to ex be expected.'
smell good to me," he said. "But if
Associated Press, and discussing addi- press an opinion. Nor did I hear much
II ' ('mild Nutria
Know
A. Milwaukee man predicts that
they are going to try any funny bustional means (both already have done or see many evidences of German
iness you can do more good on the
folded
I
it
handed
the
and
within a fe wmonths beer will cost 10 a
paper
good deal in that direction) for de- propaganda, and as by this time 1 buck to Dr. Kumely.
Job than on the outside. Better go
cents a glass. In a few months it
those
s
had become accustomed to Dr. ITume-iy'"I can't tell you its name, but if along, but wutch your step."
feating the Germans Including
won't be purchasable at any price
word.
sudden leaps from one project to you guess risht I will not say anywithout
in America.
A month passed
even in Milwaukee.
another I concluded that ho had drop thing," ho replied.
Then Dr. Kumely telephoned me from
"The Evening Mail," I ventured. He Uolling Prairie that he was making
All the kultur in Germany cannot ped the idea. In fact, I rather flat
ft Kit MA NY ANI NKUHIM.
tered myself that I had converted him mulled, hut said nothinK.
progress and that I should hold mycamouflage the true Teuton
do you think of tho sclieme?" self in readiness for a quick call to
by pointing out tho error of his ways!
"What
A point which should not lie over
At Christmas time, 1914, I came he asked, as we attacked our soup.
New York. Thero was some exchange
looked in Herr von Kuehlmann's
next
east for a brief holiday. In New York
"That document was never drawn of letters and telegrams
POKSF-SfclOI dined with an old friend who told up by a newspaper man," I replied. two or three weeks; then he called me
reichstag speech is his persistence In
had been in negotiation with
regarding Belgium as a pawn for
"It is too much of a roseate dream. up from New York by telephone and
H naturally follows that what ac- me he L.
Stoddard for tho purchase Money isn't made as easily as that in said the deal was closed and that he
Henry
Germany to bargain with. Ho wH tuates men actuates nations.
From tho Munich lost.
of tho Evening Mail.
the newspaper business. I am not wanted to get the best possible man
give it up, but only in exchange foi
A scandalous
condition of things
A business is the lengthened shadow
business
manager.
and
Mail's
as
auditor
asked.
Is
I
of
familiar
the
with
"Who
back
present
you?"
eomcthlng else.
has has been disclosed In the civic adthe
reflects
a
of
a
I
government
man;
about
suggest?"
I
could
business
knew
Whom
last
the
York
New
"A
but
of
"equipment,
group
This altitude is wholly indefensible
ministration of Dessau, leading to
of the governed.
It happened that I had lunched the
men, he repueu. ' 1 aon 1 ininn imj its plant it wns totally Inadequato to
from the standpoint of international general character
dismissal fom office of nearly
M.
for
is
Lamblh,
by
Frank
The
with
out
In
power
to
that
this
tho
syndicate
usurped
day
are going
projoct.
money together, curry
Germany,
get
the whole of the city authorities.
right. The attack on Belgium", a grat- a
Tribune.
to
of
of
document
as
the
this
methods
Chicago
as
auditor
the
business isn't
easy
merly
but I have at least got Stoddard
tyrannical few, but
A few weeks ago a box containing
uitous onslaught on a peaceful and unthe imperial German government are admit that the paper Is for sale. I am would k id one to believo, either. I'd I told Dr. Kumely Lambin would be $S,000 in cash and notes was
stolen
come
with
offending neighbor, was (apart alto- - an accurate Index of the ways of Its
would
If
deal
he
the
man
like to know more about
capital the very
tolling you this because If the
once from the food depailtment at the
'
,gethe from the neutrality guarntee) a subjects.
goes through I shall be concerned in avaikiblo and how long the backers us. He aBked me to write him at I did 'town hall. ' The municipal secretary
crime destructive of the society of
I want you as would bo willing to spend mohey, be- all I knew about Lambin, which
was farre.sted on suspicion, and it was
A German household Is, In Itself, a the management and
fore expressing an opinion on the A few days later he came to Chicago then elicited that he had embezzled
nations.
me."
with
sociated
at
with
a
despot
autocracy
completo
and again I met him at tne union another sum of 120,000 of the
It must be undone and atoned for its
I assured him that I would be glad gene ral scheme."
public
head.
Its women drudge and
"I'll till you all about it," he sa'd. League club, this time for luncneon. funds. The assistant
.if the matter came
him
with
in
to
(so far as it can be) unconditionally.
go
secretary, whose
and
me- - 10
is
life, beaten
It
Hpi-in
through
guess.
are
"You
trudge
along
he
introduceu
to
your
right
arrest followed, had. it appears, mis
to a favorable issue., and returned
We may bargain about anything
was Ttrand, the editor and publisher of the
mere breeding machines
Not long afterward I had tho Evening Mall. This document
appropriated another 110,000. ' '
else, but to bargain about that would browbeaten,
Ger-You
oldest
the
haow
level of the brutal, Chicago. from him
McOltrre.
S.
orthe
S.
Illinois
beneath
Zeitung,
drawn
far
States
up by
Subsequently a tumultous meeting
saying that the
simply be to consecrate the crime. bestial
syndithe a letterdeal had fallen
rt il Uv in Chicago, which has re
devil Who dominates
of the town authorities was held under
through, but ho originated tho newspaper
iginal
Until Germany recognizes this, i it
had
of
He
success
a
cate
Idea andjnade great
the presidency of a representative of
cently suspended publication.
that he had been approached by othwill be of little use to discuss any- hearth.
his
The object of both the allied and er Interests who wanted him to act it, I have just been to New York, and been talking to Mr. Brand about left the state. On that occasion It was assmall
with
he
a
our
The
is
with
when
her.
for
very
thing
"p
point
New York venture,
certained that Dr. Eveling who""for
Teuton factions In this universal con for them In the purchase.and manage- I can swing the oal
less than a quar.,. tr. rn to the telephone Mr. urana more than twenty years had occupied
requisite; not because we have tho
ment of the Mail. These Interests, he amount cf capital;
is
flict
We
possession.
both
it.
about
least wish to stand on form,
the office of chief burgomaster, had
the ter of a million, 1 believe."
beean to talk to me
The German proposes to possess said, were directly financed by
"llcfnre we go any further, is the agreed that Dr. Rumely would know stolen another $15,000 from the mucause there is vastly more than a
government.
German
has
the
His present portion
world
nicipal cafe, and further that he had
money going to be furnished by
a great deal more about the newspa
formality In It nothing less, ndoed, arousedpower.
Warned Against German Alii.
a mad lust for more, like trie
expended the sum of IS.OOOr which
him. kaiser or the Printers and Publishers' per business very ghortiy man ne
than the very root and foundation
wrote
I
Off!"
"Poison!
Keep
was the first amount found to be
fierceness of the alco
association?" I asked.
yet learned.
of all that the allies are fighting for
Later I was informed that the persons
missing,, in making presents to variDenied Up Hud Hun Hac:klii.
holist's thirst.
Wanted To wt ijunnins nmr
who represented the German governho replied. "Thu is
"Neither."
The doctor was retumlne to New ous farmers to induce them to supply
He designs to colonize, nulturlze, ment in this Instance had approaohed
In the offing is Hlndenburg's suca etrictlv legitmato business proposithat evening. He wanted me to his household with food products at
medl-ar- y
vnrk
another
Germanize
the
terrorize
and
peoples
Stoddard
Mr.
cessor; old General Disaster.
through
,
out Lambin and find out wheth- cost price.
mi propaganda .whatever consound
tion,
a
firm
f
met
with
been
of the earth.
had
and
You know that I hava er he would come 10 New York. Lamwith
it.
nected
at
Interests
German
to
With the allies, possession Involves refusal to sell
KKKKNSKY.
a'.wavs been interested in tho news- bin finally on my persuasion agreed
neither power nor dominion, fin the any price. Still later I learned of the paper business, and I am 'ooking lor to come
along for a limited period; he
"Printers
group,
I can find.'
Keodorovlch
Alexander
committed himself to
whero
Into
Kerensky words of Jefferson, to possess the efforts of another
to
however,
get
something
think
I
Association."
York seems to another concery and could not hope
was born forty years ago in Saratov right to life, liberty and the pursuit and Publishers'
New
mv
ideas.
develop
of American
New to stave them olt for more than three
on the Volga, where his futher was of happiness sums up the allied plat it was called, composed
be the place for mo. A great
citizens of German birth, who were
A few days later Dr.
ni- - fnnr months.
be maue
could
York
newspaper
head master of a secondary school. In form of war.
to raise money among people
all Kumely returned to Chicago. I Introtrying
opinion
of
public
Albuquerque, N. M., July 21.
leader
his childhood the family removed to
- duced Lambin toh'm. and on Monof their own kind with which either powerful
nave ..u,
Editor Morning Journal.
.
Tashkent, his father having been
LamCrops in Germany are slim, but to buy the Mail or start a new paper. over the country. Wa
Our splendid state of New Mexico
of national circulation; me iog
day, May 6. 191 ),)r. Rumely.
director of public instruction, death is reaping a prolific harvest.
Their plan fell through, I was told, per for nno iu in New "iork With bin and myself itartce fpr New YorJt Is so restricted by direct law, and the
place
among
to
so to say, colonial minister of educaquarrelling
"
When they got
lacktof liberal laws, especially reaid ,.f the syndicate U could shape together
WAR
GERMAN
themselves as to which one should get tha
tion In Turkestan.
Ti e conversation on the train wa& garding elections, that progressive-minde- d
of the Whole country.
the
to
thoughts
that
newsknow
not
do
of
I
details
the Iron Cross!
Thus the future revolutionary min
people feel like taking advant"Not if vou still want to shape peo ulmtet exclusively on
IS LOSING ITS GRIP be true I give It for what it is worth.
ister was brought up in bureaucratic
paper buslnes mapajiement, Lambin age of every condition that arises, to
or
along
thoughts
ple's,
Dr.
in
January
I ob- rio.rg most ; of the Biking and
Then one day lata
enlarge the rights of the people.
surroundings. A school comrade of
Dr. Rumely lines we discussed last autumn,
I
The big interests,
Wu'inly questionirs'hSm. The doctor
early in February, 1915,from'
that through
his said that although he was never
e
InefLa
'
forte
Paris, July
growing
their agents "put over' on the state
agifin telephoned me,
over the .Business evs.lalnefl that he liad all hi financial
to
a diligent student, he was nearly al fectiveness of the submarine warfare to
take
"!
club
expect
not
meet him at the Union League
its
and to oiran,;ements, wade, but would,
reactionary constitution, may' perand
ways at the top of his class.
is Indicated
by' official figures just for dinner.
ed
be In a position! M c'ose with either haps have "overlooked a wager."
the
general
In
dlrectlns
take
was
He
part
T
particularly careful aboul published by the French government,
of ua until some final step, which he
Recently In Ohio, the supreme
"I want to talk to you about some- tonal
Mr
Meanhis dress, and was chaffed by his relating to the French traffic In the
poli.y subject to
court oft that state, held that the conI shall did net explain, had ten taken.
I think will Interest you very
Kumely.
thing
Dr..
said
appioval,"
schoolmates for his dignified appear- Mediterranean.
time ht wanted v.t in New York for stitutional provision of that great
1
ho said.
mistakes. I am ure' ftnd want
According to these figures, no less much,"
ance.. When ho left school and went
lcsl-tai- e
ourselves at mt kc one
conferenpes witt Mr. McClure and state which' limited the voting frannot
had
seated
We
will
who
barely
me
vessels, chiefly merchanthimself. and to loqV over the Mall chise to men, applied only to offices
a type- Komr to with
to Petrograd university... his views than 2,060
am
I
he
whe
pulled
table
dinner
the
when,
telt me frankly
men, with atotal tonnage of 3,500,00
plant and help pick cut a site for a created by the constlution Itself, and
changed. On his return to Tashkent crossed' the Mediterranean between written document out of his pocket making a mistake.
1
that therefore thejiome rule charter
- new building. .
flatmore
after his first year at the University February 24 and April 1. under es- and handed it to me.
been
t
Nothing could have
Dr. Rumely had a suite of rooms at of East Cleveland, giving women the
"Read that," he said, "and tell met tf ring. "W hat would you expect me 10
lie astonished his old friends by ap- cort. The average number of ships
hotel. He invited right to vote for municipal officers,
the Manhaj-tado?" I asked.
:
away what you think of it."
v'
:
pearing In a black blouse. The rumor underway, coming to or going,
Lambin and myself to put up with was legal.
;.
,
"
carefully.
reI
the
read
through
paper
ran around Tashkent "Sasha (Alexan- from France, was 240.
"Whatever you can do best," he
Lambin preferred another
Now we have a commission form of
but
him,
outlined
and
was
several
long
I tell
It
us?
pages
The
nevertheless
attacks
submarine
with
a
at
to
1
c'ome
"Will
decided
has
Red."
plied.
Thenceforward
In
you
stop
and
gone
hotel
der)
Albuquerque, and If
Jiad so diminished In force that only In considerable detail a plan for the you frankly that I am not inclined to friend's apartment. For a couple of government
Is consti
that
of
form
government
Kerensky was a socialist.
York
one In four resulted In damages to the purchase ot a New
newspaper go on with the matter unless I can
we spent most
tutional under our restricted organic
however,
On leaving the university tie entered
days,
lines.
new
ships. The result has been that the and its development along
count on your'"holp and advice."
time 'sitting ground the Manhattan law, and if the words "public officers."
the Petrogrud bar, and became proml- - water traffic has steadily Increased)
There was no a word or hint or sug- "If the proposition ia what you say talking with Mr. McClure, watching in section I or article VII ol our con- :
1
. MONDAY

.
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22,

vote, for city commissioners and also
on all submitted questions, even if
they could not vote for justices of the
peace whose precincts are within the
city limits, because justices of tho
peace: ar constitutional officers, for
the existence of which tho constitution itself provides, that only males
can vote.
This pointer is given- to the women
of our city in the hope they may act
an amendment to the city charter, giving all our adult women the right to
vote, and this jpilhbut waiting, for an
act of the legislature or a constitutional amendment. -

"I love Great Britain as a son
loves his mother," he said. "I thinl.
the Idea of a neutral newspaper is it
sound one from a business point ol
view, but I do not believe I shall be
able to keep the editorial page neutral.
However, Dr. Rumely assures
me that I am to have a free hand,
and If I show any hostility either way
it will be his friends who will suffer.
E. S. RODICY.
"There seems to be a lot of Ger
mans around here," I remarked, "and!
one or two men whom I know to be LEATHER SHOES ARE
international crooks. Why does Dr
SOLD OUT IN BERLIN
Rumely stay here? Is he getting tho
money for the paper from German
(ftV MORNINa JOURNAL BPICIAL LtASKO
WIN!)
sources?"
The Hague, July 21. Leather shoes
"It is all coming from Americans.
are
sold
out
in
Berlin
says the corne assures me," Mr. McClure reDlied
"I would not be with him if It wert respondent of the Amsterdam
not. I have known the doctor a long
"Clothing of all kinds, including
time,, and I believe him to be per
fectly honest. I am willing to accept underclothing, is most difficult to get,
his assurance that it is all American even with a clothing card. No handI think you can rely on kerchiefs, no shirts, no socks, no napmoney.
v
.
kins, no wollen or cotton Jacket for
that."
On Tuesday evening we had a lony baby. Decent washing an$ toilet soap
conference In Dr. Rumely's rooms at has long ben unobtainable.
Many,
t'.o hotel. Mr. McClure. Lambin and things are unobtainable that are
myself discussed tho newspaper bus! still to be had in Holland, although
ness from various viewpoints and Mr. prices may run much higher than in
McClure particularly talked about peace times. Yet the Rerliner looks
The art
certln features which he thought fairly clean BnWell-groomewould be excellent circulation build of clothes mending has been carried to
ers. As we took our leave. Dr. Rume- a fine point here. And water and
too, at a
ly asked Lambin and myself to have sand keeps you clean,
breakfast with him tho following pinch.
"A smokable cigar cannot be boneht
morning.
"Be here promptly at. S o'clock,'" for less than 60 fennigs, and then not
more than three at a time. A ciguret
he said. Wo promised.
costs 12 fennigs, and smoking tobac- Telephoned to Doctor's Room. 8
At o'clock on Wednesday' mornina o has gone the way of rice and beans
Lambin and I met in the hotel lobby and peas and salad oil and brandy
and telephoned up to the doctor's and turpentine and sealing wax and a
room. He came down nt once, but In nunured other articles. Gone, comstead of turning toward the dining pletely gone.
00m led us to the Forty-thir- d
street
I'Only as reeards fuel, the Reilln- entrance to the hotel. He called a ers are better off. There is hardly
taxicab and motioned us into It.
any limit on gas, electricity or coal.
'To the
he ordered
Kjiieaq fnatervil pr)vatl)ons have
the chauffeur. It was raining hard been, and are being horno,
with fortiand the car moved slowly. The doc- tude. Added to which are the pangs
tor jumped out first as it stopped at of mourning and sorrow, grief and
the Madison avenue entrance to the anxiety in thousands of homes for the
Ritz and led the way with the air of fallen, and those about to fail."
one familiar with the route to an elevator. The elevator deposited us in ART OF CAMOUFLAGING
the lobby of a private suite. A liver,
ied servant stood by a door. Dr. RumeIS PERFECTED BY HUNS
ly handed him his card and spoke
sharply to him in German. Xcaught
lV HORNINtt JOURNAL SPCClAl
WlRI
the word "Excellenz."
London, July SI. A British air ofThe servant took the card inside. A ficer writing from the western front,
moment later he opened the door and says that the Germans have this
bowed us In. We passed through a spring brought camouflage to a state
hall, where we left our hats, (o a of artistic perfection that Is almost
dining room. The table was laid for incredible. "Tho most expert and highsix.
A rotund, bearded man and a ly experienced airmen aro often de- -.
tall, thin man with an upturned mus coived even when flyins low." he
tache, who clicked his heels together writes. "As a first step, the German
when he bowed, welcomed us.
military authorities sought suggesDr. Rumely
greeted them obse tions from the most distinguished
quiously, that Introduced Lambin and German artists in color. As a next
myself to Dr. Dernburg and Captain step, every available man was turned
on to the busines of carrying out the
Albert.
(In his. next article Mr. Stockbrldge artists' Ideas,
tells what happened at breakfast with
"Miles of canvas painted to look
the kaiser's American publicity agent like roads were constructed, under
and the paymaster of the German which regiments could march without
embassy)
being seen. Paper encampments were
improvised, and aerodromes, woods,
villages and factories of a purely fictitious character were set up merely to distract observers and to cover
the movements of troops and guns.
Nothing' on so vast a scale has ever
been attempted before." ;

-

"The Moraine Journal baa a higher circulation ratine than la accorded to any other
paper In New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.

neutral.

stitution means only stale or constitutional offices, then as our city charter is susceptible of such easy amendment, we can change it so. as to confer
complete woman suffrage within the
city limits! Adult women could then

!H8
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Amazing Story of Dr.
Rumely, An American,
Who Became a German
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BEAN ACREAGE

BEING

BOOSTED
(BY

MORNINtt JOURNAL

IN HOLLAND
RICIAL LIARID

WIRC1

The Hague, July 21. The Boston
baked bean, formerly despised ex
cept by the humble classes of Holland
has been restored to public favor by
the recent embargo on ships of wheat
from America, 40.000 acres of land
have been converted into areas for
growing beans and peas..
Queen Wilhelmina is setting an ex
ample for her subjects in cultivating
cereals by growing, rye an the lawns
Of her country estate of Het Loo.
Trade In food substitutes thrive
The police of Alkamaar
amazingly.
recently seized 400 bales of roasted
flower bulbs and 400 pounds of milled acorns which were intended for. use
in making coffee.
, Much of. the shortage of milk, butter, eggs, meat ana fresh vegetables is
due to the fact that Holland has to
barter many of these good things for
German coal and Iron.
Vegas Girls; to Wellington.
East Las Vegas, .N. M, July 21.
Misses Neva Chambers.'and Emlla
Baca, young girls who were born and
reared in Las Vegas, have, gone to
Washington to take positions in the
government consular service as stenographers. The girls are graduates of
the normal university and have been
prominent in the younger society set.
,

"'

Attacks of Indigestion
''

:

'"'

"I believe Chamberlain's Tablets have
'saved mv life, writes Mrs. Maraie Coil.
Golden City, Mo. "I had pains in my

stomach so bad I
thought I could not
live. Onr doctor sold
it

was congestion of

the stomach. I would
goto bed perfectly well
and wake up in the
night as bad as I could
be and live. Our doc-

tor

said

it

would do

no good to give medicine internally. Ha
had to inject medicine
in my arm. Since taking Chamberlain's
Tablets I can eat anything I want without
hurting me.". This
,f orm of indigestion is
extremely painful and
f
often dangerous. By
taking Chamberlain's
Tablets after oatln
and especially when you have fulness
and weight in the stomach after eating,
the disease may be warded off and
avoided. 'Chamberlain's Tahlofa
aid digestion, but strengthen and invig
VNU WW SHIIWaWa.
'
'

,1--

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday. July 22,
BRINGING

UP

rKQNT DOOR
ILL. HAVE TO
sAStVE IT

--

rr

I

OOT

'

I

THINK I WANT Am OF
OUR bWELU FRIENDS
TO tEE YOU
LIKE THAT -

MINUTE-

Toi lave s

iu. .o:::

luu

lamb.
KlfflUIC fie ward.

FEDERAL BANKS

i'

i

;

id in it

to foil North

2
frame, modern,
sleeping parches, completely furnished, Bt'ltnblo for 2 families,
STOLEN.
rents for $30.00 per month; Srd
ward. J
STOLEN From numhrr SO hi o'mllo rone
1 double set of new
$4,750
cement Mock
Albuquerque,
heavy
und shingle residence, hardwood
IrHthrr harness, chain enl. The
Association of 100 rcently organised with offloois, hot air furnace, corner lot,
fice, nt No. 1216 South Third, I'hone Mll-J- ,
good location, Fourth ward.
offer. 1100 rewnrd for the recovery of the $2,800.
shingle bungalow,
built-i- n
property and for Information leading to
modern,
features, hardwood
the conviction of the thieve..
floors.
glassed
sleeping
porch,
are requested to list all stolen property with
;
garage; 4th. ward.
J :
the Association.
$2,600.
stuccoed bungalow In
Heights, modern, fireFor Rent Room W,lth Board. University
place.
1
$3,500
'i story, brick, stuccoed,, large living room with fireplace, South Seventh.
HIUH olau board and sleeping porco nub
room at summer fates, 3i. 131 South A mi. $3,000.
stuccoed bungalow,
Phone
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
close
in.
deHighlands,
WANTED Convalescent hcallhseckrr

SHOW
Amount Jumps $15,000,000
in a Week; Statement of
Condition at Close of Busi-

ness Saturday Night,
MOHNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LSA.CD WISSI

Washington, July 21. Gold reserves of the twelve federal reserve
batiks Increased $15,000,000, hills discounted $44,000,000 and member's
Teserves $49,000,000 during the last
week, according to the federal reserve board'is financial report Saturday night. Tho banks' condition
at tho close of business last night was
'
as follows:
$428,-852.00-

re0.

$1,000,-603,00-

0.

Gold with federal reserve agents,
$940,290,000.
Gold redemption fund, $34,655,000.
Total gold reserves, $1,975,448,000.
Legal tender notes, sliver, etc.,

0.

Total reserves, $2,031,095,000.
Bills discounted for members and
federal reserve banks, $1,203,348,000.
Bills bought in open market,

$205,-932,00- 0.

Total bills on hand, $1,409,278,000.
United States long term securities,
$40,279,000.
United States government short
term securites, $16,358,000.
All other earning assets, $98,000.
Total earning assets, $1,476,933,-00-

0.

Uncollected Items, deducted from
gross deposits) $658, 588,, 000.
Five per cent redemption fund
against federal reserve bank notes,
$761,000.
All other resources, $9,G95,000.
Total resources, $4,166,122,000.
Liabilities.
Capital paid in, $76,383,000.
Surplus, $1,134,000.
iGoyernment deposits, $144,828,000.
tue to members reserve account,
$1,488,047,000,
Collection Items, $480,311,000.
Other deposits including foreign

a. FimcmR

sires room" and board with- private family.
Phone 1518-FOR KENT To convalescents, largo sleepXmI Estate, Insurance, mm
ing porch, with Rood home cooking, 1700
111 South Fourth fltreet
East Central. Phone 21.18-furnished
FOR RENT Sleeping porch
table board. 301 South
room.' first-clas- s
HELP WANTED.
Edith. Phone 88o'. Mrs. Abbott.
.it. ItaiN'i' Very desirable room, sleeping
Male.
porch, hot and cold water. 1st class table WANTED -- a man "to 'work on
the farm.
hoard. Casa de Oro 613 West Gold.
11 J. Strom;.
ESCASOipO The desirable WANTED Two
EL JAIUJl
waiters, or waltreaaca,
pluce for convalescents has one dnubre'
White Eront Cafe. 20s South
room vacant. 101 West Contial. Phone 1112. Second.
MnH. W. H. HEED, nt the Lnckhart Ranch
WANTED Expci kncea man for milk houa.
has moved lo 602 South Arno, where she
work. Apply Iiczck s Dairy, laoa North
Is prepared to take health seekers. Phone
Fourth.
2335.
WANTED A partner, cither lady or gent"TTTTTCiv
Kor convales
In good paying business, $:mo cash
cents. Bomothlng a little better. Coolest leman. - ATlilres.
Box 4 care Journal.
In city. Pleasant surroundings. Rates required.nine
Phone
reasonable. 1801 West Central.
in WANTED Men to run on Santa Ec train.
as new. agents. See T. P. McCague, caro'
8H.ADY NOOK "ranch offers excellent room
' and board, just tne place to get rons-Fo- r I'reil Uurvcy News Agency at Depot.
rates phone 3420F-4- ; free tran.portatlon WAN i ED i:aiienter. 4.26 to So per day.
Accommodations now available. Mrs- - H. B.
Laborers I2.&0 to 13.110 per day. 40 laborers for Oklahoma at once. Employment
Thomas.
110
South Third. Phone 304.
Young man to work In Trading
who were eager fo convince him that WANTED
store to learn business and work up. Adtt was wicked to eat more sugar than dress
P. O. Box 373.
City
is allowed. Roach Is lucky. And It's b
WANTED Teacher for manual
training
cinch that the next time he comes to
and an all round mechanic, lllo Grande
extra
have
won't
he
any
Industrial School, Box 095 City.
Carlsbad,
WANTED Boy of 18 or 1 years of age
sugar in his grip.
who ran drive Ford car must be strong.
Wash Laundry,
Appry wet
304 North
LEA COUNTY HIGHWAY
Broadway.
WANTED Bookkeeper-stenographe- r.
ThorPROJECT APPROVED BY
ough knowledge of bookkeeping essentll):
stenography not required. ExceptionFEDERAL GOVERNMENT eipert
al opportunity for right person. Writs fully.
Drawer A, Kama Fe, N. M.
WANTED .Voting man or young woman
TO MONNIN4 JOUSNALl
(SetCIAL COSMSFONOINCC
with soino office or bank experience, esSanta Fe, July 21. The Lea county
pecially with typewriter and adding mahighway project from Carlsbad to Lov-ingto- chine.
Good place with excellent prospects
to cost $25,450, has been apfor advancement. I". O. Box 681, El Paso,
proved by the federal government. Texas.
The county commissioners of Sunta Fe
Few good men who will invest
county approved estimates of $7,000 WANTED
$ir0 or more each In enterprise and work
a mile on an eleven mile stretch on tho
In
the
business
Fe-Tosalary. Income from
Santa
road, extending from Investment and at good amounts
to Interest
salary
Tesuque to Pojoaque. Chaves county lug and profitable
t,
2W
of about
commissioners have been Instructed to per month. Address A.' A., care
Journal.
revise their figures of $10,000 a mile
To those not now
for the Mescalero Sands road, on the irARNE"SBMAKEIl
upon Government contracts we
ground that they nre excessive. San canemployed
you work lasting several moAths.
Juan county commissioners have re Workoffer
so average mechanic can
mitted $1,450 ns portion of their quota make by piece
fifty cent per hour. Wjro or write
on road construction.
Kansas City Haddlery t o,, Kansas t ity, wo.
MALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED Man to handle Bernalillo county
m:gai,
or the state of New Mexico 111 a busineja
.
that Is easy to handle and big in mcy inak.-r-( n
.NOTICE
OF JM:i,I.Ql'F.NT TAX Small investment required. ASeachance
Alexander
life time for right man.
, Sl'IT
AM) H.l,K.
Ross Hotel Combs. Room 100. between the
, Notice is hereby given that the un2 to 0 p. Xf.,
or
m.
a.
12
10
and
hours of
dersigned, O. A. Matson, Treasurer Monday. Tuesday arid Wednesday.
lo
with-i- n

yoTicr.

government credits, $112,052,000.
Total gross deposits, $2,225,258,000.
Federal reserve fiotcs in actual circulation, $1,829,045,000.
Federal reserve bank notes In circulation net liability, $11,000,000.
and
Collector of Taxes,
All other liabilities, $23,292,000.
and for the County, of Bernalillo,
Total liabilities, $4,166,122,000,
Now Mexico, upon the thlrr day of
Ratio of gold reserves to net
1818,' at the hour of 10
posit and federal reserve note liabil- September,
a. m'.. will apply to the Disities combined 58.2 per cgnt. Ratio of o'clock
'total reserves to riet deposits and fed- trict Court of the Second Judicial
of the State of New Mexico,
eral reserve note liabilities combined, District within
and (or the County of
sitting
69.8 per cent
Bernalillo, for adjudgment against the
lands, real estate and personal propDRUMMER'S SWEET TOOTH erty
upon which taxes assessed within
for said county are delinquent
ALMOST GETS HIM INTO and
and unpaid in the sum of more than
and for an order of said court
.
TR0UBLEAJ CARLSBAD to$25.00,
sell such lands, real estate and personal property to satisfy such judgtaRCIAL COaNKSeOHOKMC. TO MORNINS JOUMI.AL)
Carlsbad, K. M., July 21. A. H. ment; and notice is hereby further
that said Treasurer and
Roach, who sells trunks out of St. given
flcio Collector of Taxes, within thirty
,
touis, is a lucky, man. Roach doesn't days after
rendition of such judgment,
realize yet how lucky he is. It is said will
for sale at Public Auction
- that Roach
made remarks dorogatry at theoffer
front door of tho Court House
' ltd the food administration, and made
of said Bernalillo county, separately
a disturbance in a Carlsbad hotel be- and
order, each parcel
cause he and the waiter couldn't of in consecutive which
any taxes are
properly upon
agree on the proper sugar basis, and delinquent
agalh3t which judgRoach went up to his room and got ment has and
been
some of his own private store. But amount' of taxes, rendered, for the
interest, penalties
the lucky thing' for i Roach is that and costs due thereon,
or so. much of
United States Comissioner W. F.
such each parcel as may be necessary
and Food Administrator Will to realize the respective amounts due.
Purdy were on the Job, and 'held off And notice is
further given that
the vigilance commltaee that was go- said Treasurerhereby
Coland
ing to show Roach how unlucky it is lector of Taxes will offer for sale at
to criticize the food administration.
the front door of the Court House of
If Roach had a't claimed that the the said Bernalillo county at the date
waiter was drunk, and that!, he was fixed for the sale of property upon
sick, and that he only had bought which taxes are delinquent' in excess
ten cents worth of sugar in the lasl of $23.00, separately and In consecue
three weeks, and that he had five rel- - tlve order each parcel of property
atives in France, and that he was gray upon which taxes of $25.00 or less,
,
headed, Roach wouldn't have es- are delinquent as shown by the tax
caped ' with the lecture that he got rolls and by the lists posted during
from the Carlsbad officials. It's tin-- 1 ithe period of this publication at the
doubtedly true that he wenf to his front door of the Court House' for
room to get' extra sugar, and It's also said Bernalillo county or so much
rue that the waiter called him down thereof as may be necessary to realize
for doing so. But the court couldn't the respective amounts due, together
'
prove that he aaid "To helj with the with interest, penalties and costs.
'!i food administration," and he himself
O. A. MATSON,
denied It. But the court did know Treasurer and Ex-o- f flcio Collector
of Taxes, Bernalillo County, N. M.
something that Roach didn't,"and that
First publication July. 22.
vaa that there were men In Carlsbad

femae.

'

Ex-of- -s

-

i

WANTED
Cafe.

waitress.

Experienced

'

Mecca

'

Tb
WANTED Competent saleswoman.
Economist.
Cilrl at onc,e for plain cooking
WANTEI
'
'
415 West Coal.
yTastED The Jameson Sanltorlum wants
a cook. Phone
For general housework; no cook.
WOMAN
,
Albuquerqw
Address poi
Ing.
WANTED Competent woman for general
'
housework. Apijly mornings. 108 North
F.lghtn.
IB
WANTED A girl tor general housework
small family. Apply mornma. .v
Iwm's, 600 North Tenth.
house-KeepeWANTED Competent woman for
one capable of taking full charga
tni south Cedar. Phone 1223,
"vvaMED birl for general housework at
,ur y
Cowles, N. M. upper
.
lars call at M9 North Second.
Bookkeeping.
BteUoiTaphy.
fBLEORAPHY,
be
"?an
Board, room and tuition mar
Maekay SuslneM Colleges, Loa Angeles
Fresno.
THOUSANDS . of Government positions open
BvimlnntlnM
to men ana wouo-u- .
t Alton.
I tell you lrow to obtain a government posW.
ition Information Free. Write 'George
Uobblns. formerly with the' Government.
Jordan Bid.,
Civil Service Expert, 20J
'
Washington. P. C WANTEl--l,'oIJ-

tI.

,

lt &MT

WHT DIDN'T
TOO LET ME

Oirt

.I

.

THE

FlhVoT PLACE

rr
'

II
II

I
I

IT

CREt THE
ICE BiLL"

B'aill

T
I

:

I

U
U

I

I

V.mWf",

?.

McMANUS

GEORGE

CLASSEH3EB COLUMN

SAILIE

EOm

CLOSE W

frame cottngo In lligh-- j
car line. Fifty foot lot,;
sidewalks, garage, outbuildings and;
good neighbors; $2,000; easy terms.

U'e have a new Washing Machine for $8. SO. Kemembcr we
want to buy your old furniture

Five-roo-

post-offic- e,

A.L

lands

FlttlS INSl'UANCK AGENTS
Third and Gold

MAITOJ CO.

REAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE,

IOMIE

LOANS.

15.
FOR RENl

Phone

21$ West Gold.

Dwellings.

Aorta,
FOR RENT Eive-roofurnished
house
modern. 91!) North Fourth.
FOR
RENT Three-roounfurnished
house; porch. Inquire 1300 North Second.

on

mAF

rooms, porches, good location
Price only $2,200; good terms; it is'
,'
a snap.
B

R. MeCLlJUIIAN
tIS W. tlold. ll.ooe DAY.
Fire and Auto Insurance.
Notary Public

ffW Satlle,

Mnn-ikn-

mi

The Star Furniture Co.

Four rooms and bath, largo glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
In. Some cash and $18 per month

Co.,

FOR SALL

102

North Third.

FOR SALE

rVTiscerianeout.

Underwood Typewriter

For sai.E

South JCiluli.
ii
mil sale Alfalfa. Fhone 2I03-F2- .
FOR SALE Good bicycle, cheap. I'aluc.
FOR RENl Rooms.
Dru I'limiiiinj.
FOR-.R1SFour room flat, furnished. "40C
NorUtT
FOR SALE bn"7ieavy farm w;i
i. AiqHy
North. Third. Modern. Inquire 813 South
1115 South Walter.
First.
FOR RBNT Modern rurnmieo rooms; no FOR SALE
check
Protectogiaph
protector
.OK RENT Two-rooalck; running water, toss. West Central.
rurnlshed
house!
good as new at half price Phone 6112.
sleeping porch; shade. Inquire 1300 North Fu 1 RENT Two
aTid
furnished
FOR SALE ClleiiPj first-clus- s
r
s
Socond.
piano. Party
sleeping porch. Inquire 219 West Granite.
leaving city, cull ot 719 West Fruit.
South.
FOR
as good as new.
ra o. week, bath; FOR SALE Baby's
FOR KENT Two furnislieci houses, four summerRENT Rooms
no
I'hone 1077, oi' call at 724 SeAith , Second.
rates;
sick; oyer Ooldon Rule
ana five rooms, 403 and ill Wouth .Seventh
four-rooi'OR SALE 'i' wo Slngei .owing machines,
also two
unfurnished houses at
409 and 411 South Seventh. Apply at 214 FOR RENT
cheap and other household goods. 315
Largo, well ventilated bed
81
' North
West Hold.
F"th
1h"na North Sixth.
iw'.'w.
FUR SALE One' while enameled Koeh barHlgutanon.
FOR RENT Three furnished
ber chair and one mirror, 4SXC4. Address
rooms for
OK KENT
light housekeeping. lao7 South Second or Box "12, Wlnslow, Ari.
Oeslranis
Ao4.rn
Phona 175S.
furnished cottage. Phonen.3-J- .
FOR SALE Complete puck outfit for sale
rott KENT Furnished two. room cottage RIO GRANDB llOTBI, Rooms and
cheap. Just the thing for a hunter or proseloping porch. 10J2 South Walter.
pector. E. L. Head. Santa Rita, New Mex.
FOR RENT Five-rooflOOH- modern furnished
Mo per (alien.
house, mo South Arno. Plu.ne 1!54-J- .
Roofs under our eare will
FOR RENT One light,
room
and
airy
sleep.
from year to year. Ws can put on
FOR R h)N T Knur-- n om hiTusetwo kIhwmi
Ing porch light housekeeping. Jii.oo with Improve
root
will last as long aa the
new
a
that
In porches. Water paid, 114. Phone IftaJ-J- .
light 1317 North First.
building. The Manxano Co, Phone U03-FOR RBNT Three-roofurnished cottage.
IMPERIAL
iio
Walnut.
South
ROOMS'eInTo7nTsT
or ";ceki ove' Wonlworlh s,
inquire .17 south Hroadwav. Phona U34-ill
FOR SALE One number one dilvlnjr horae,
w a.aX
FOR KENT Four-roo'.
Central,
modern bungalow.
weight lo.'.O His.; one horae, weight K00 His.
BI4 South Walter. Apply 103 Moulh Walter
RENT Large (rout bedroom, modern one
runabout; one light saddle; ono lady's
private entrance, bath
OR RENT Furnished house, three roome
407 saddle; two single harnrKS, one heavy. 020
adjoining.
North
Fifth
and sleeping porch, 112.00: water nald.
street, private famllv.
North Second.
j inquire
io south High.
FOR RENT Very desirable room with" Eltluf carbon roof
parni ana root cement
iie-hthree-rooNew
norch
for
on RENT
hmiuiitnnini.
al.eplng
t...
cottage furnstops leaks; lasts five years. Use Devoe
ished. Bleeping porches. 1400 South High "n bedroom. 1000 West Central. Phono Si'lo. ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-la'vet. City Realty Co;. Fhone 770.
mohair top and seat dressing, Motor car finFOR RENT Nicely rurmm.ed out.lde iroon
Foil RENT ilodern bnngalowlih'reeooms
m or montn; aiao rurnlshed room ish, cold water kalsomlne, and he satisfied.
"7
F. Keleher, 401 W. Cenlial. Pnone 410.
with large sleeping porch, furnished. for light housekeeping.
Thos.
Kims Uottl, corner
Phone 071. Inquire 1123 East Central.
First and TIJeras.
tOR KENT Modern ruriUaWrrTFnM Kbst FOR RENT Nlco cool bedrooms, also
sleep.
Central oar line, convenient lo sanator- FOR
Ing porch; modern, all conveniences; no
IS
lum. Thaxton ft Co.. Third and Onl.l.
Centrifugal pump and
chlldron, no sick; gentlemen preferred. 001
motor.
With pressure control.
FOlT" RENT Furnished cottage,
modern, North Eleventh. Phone 820.
V. Weinman, care Economist.
glassed porches; University car lines.
Phone 381, mornings. 1024 East Central
Bourn.
iour-rooFOR IiENTt-HoJs- e""
In
lEnrun,is,,
FOR RENT Furnished room.. 414 Wsat SliT
bungalow, furnlihed: gaisrd In
ver; no sick, no children
WANTED MUceftaneou.
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1207 East
FOR
.
Antral.
indies, but no sick'.' tor WV.si
gi,i
General.
run RUNT Nicely Mrnn..a tront bed
WANTED If you lice, I a carpenter, call J,
n
FOR RENT
modern frame. Dr. Fifth.' 0,C" '"
,4?,"J m Sou"1
H.
Dulling. Phone l.',:r,-J- .
Burton. Harnett Bldi?.
RENT
euit
Furnished rooms for light TRt'NK wanted uiuhi he in first clasa
FOR RENT Eight-roofor
suitable
house,
H. J., care of Journal.
twoapartmen-.s- .
Phona 01 J.
s,.!!"Jlr'pLn' Coal tov
Ui
VANTE1
To buy tho best twelve hundred
FOR R E.N'f Mod'errT hi7u7c. 4
FOR
RENT
Two rooms rorlfght housekeepT
S.ime furnished. W. If.
pound horse six years old. John Mann.
205
Counado'
Ing.
Apartments and furnished WANTF.D
West Gold.
furniture
At once second
rooms. 41 J Sou-t-it
KNt
Second,
FOB-Rand kitchen utensils; also cook stove or
I'lThYgTilaiiiUi nrarUnlyoral'iy
KENT
- with
RoomsFpR
.
2190-Jcar lino new
modern furnished
alc.ng porches, range. Phone
hot and cold water,-1s- t
bungalow. Call or I'hone A. lj. Martin Real Casa rtn Oro 13 West Goldchixs table board, WANTED Couple will share nicely furn-M.hc- d
'
Estate Co.. 21S West Gold.
cottage In Highlands wllh two pen.
l'OR RENT
m
Fumlshd
Phone 1223, lOfi
house,
FOR RENT
ftirnlnhed house very
with canvass sleeping porch, light and wa- - pie, gentlemen preferred.
desirable; every modem convenience, two
screened porches, shade. Good terms to FOR
HIGHEST CASH PHK'RJ PAID FOR JUNK
RENT
three large airy 7miiii-'por ,'75,
I5T TUB SOUTH WeKTRRof
JUNK CO.,
permanent tenant. Phono 21.19-Ing porch and bath. Nicely furnished f..r 114 WEST LEA D. PHONE 313. WB ALSO
housekeeping. Gg and ooal ranges. Drslr
BPT OLD A0TO8.
BUSINESS CHANCES.
able location. ! tv'eet Coal.
mene ana boys'
WANTED Heeond-ianolothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
JIlKiWidkls.
end suit caeca Call U. Chicago eeond-han- d
General Avenue. Apply to J. IS, Elder,
FOR RUNT Furnished rooms
store, 317 South First
agent.
Walter, phona WL
FOR SALB Beautlfur rrvevt sweet peas,
MAKE money work for you. Ask about beV.
rooriT rlth sleeping
long sternmod. flagrant, assorted colors
$10 Investment ever Offered. Address W. TORTtENTFuulishea
73c per hundred. Order In advance, Rio
poreh, 40(1 eloulh Walter,
J. Ryan, lloidcnvllle, Okla.
Industrial Selrool. Phono 2106-F2- .
Grand
FOR RENT
Furnished room,' gentleman
ADVERTISE 20 words In all of 00 CalVVA NTBD-tiO.OI0
"bags.
preferred 101 South Walter.
ifornia weeklies, 11.00 Three weeks J4.
each. (00 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
Other bargains. Cope Agency, St. Louis ' FOR RENT Furnished rr"oom,
sleeping to o
Louis
lb.
St.
Patriotic
duty.
per
porch. 625 South Edith. Pholio 1347-OIL CLAIMS For sale or lease, a few barJunk Co., 408 South First street. Phone 371.
-"
BNT LargeFOR
roornwit
sltopln" WANTED To sell or trade for
gain. In the Holbrook belt. For informasheep or
porch; Ideal for (wo. ' 311 East Central,
tion write A. U Renchcr, Holbrook, Arln.
farm has five
ranch property, one
WRITE" ' Mining Exchange" lSLasalTe FOR II EN T RoHimTiur'n uThs d for h ouse
room modern bungslow, artesian well, located
keeping, larg. sleeping porch. 110 South at Huntington Reach. California. Inquire
St., Chicago, booklet Eureka Placer Gold Walnut.
offered
of M. L. Garcia. Box 484, M.igilalcna, N. M.
.Mining Co., Grandest proposition
2ID
FOR RE.VTl.Two rooms furnished.
Vt ANTED
public
Careiu! kodak (iniahlug by mas- South
board.
Broadway with or wlthiut
Twice dally service.
tor photographers.
I.OU SALE Half Interest In best tire and Phone 1315-J'
.
.
Bend
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
vulcanizing business In southwest; it takes
RENT
FOR
Rooms
established firm.
to
a
wltn
4
reliable,
sleeping poroh your finishing
and 5 thousand, dollurs- to
cash between
with or without board. Phona 571. UJt Hanna
Hanna. msster nhotngraphers.
handle. Tires care Journal.
East Central.
WANTED 41ood man who wfll invest from
FOR SALE Uotel, seventeen well furnished FOR RENT Two nice
airy housekeeping
3600 to lo.OOO In
gold mini
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
close
In.
rooms,
309'
South
Broadway.
operations, with my own Patent Machines,
Owner will sacrifice. Set National Invest'
.
Phone'1276-.f- .
'
which will save all the gold right at tho
ment Co . 102 North Third.
of the mines,
nice aicoping porch; mines. You become
FOR fcALE Rooming house ot S rooms, FOR RENT-Ext- ra
machinery and patents, and share in the
modern house; 8 hlock from good boardwell furnished,, airy and well lighted.
than 300
will
batter
Investment
pay
earnings.
723
south
Walter.
Phone
0.
Steam heat. Preferred location. Price Very ing.
per cent. .Dividends every month. Address
reasonable, city Realty Co., Phone til.'
'
n..
'General.
care
Journal.
It ,
FOR RENT One of th best double store
modern
REST Nicely
furnished
oulldlnes and boat located for general FOR
FOR SALL Livestock.
rooms for llghl houaeke.ntng. Phone 1773
merchandise In the city. Sea 1. V. Eakln at
Washington Apartment! 101 West Central,
Phone 0II
FOR RENl ADartmentt.
FOR SALE Two well broken cow ponies.
AN opportunity is now offered parties who
Beiemck's hairy. Phone 851.
FOR KENT Desirable housekeeping apartExTi"
1150
from
invent
each
will,
up, whereby
Li.e, young pedigreed
ments, 1122 West Central. Phone ,39-J- .
J300 will repay 10 per day net profits, or
stock Flemish Otant. New Zeabreeding
RENT
Desirable
furnished
apartment
per month payable monthly, FQR
about
Red
Rufus
and
Belgian hares, William
land,
also sleeping room. 400 South Seventh.
without labor onyeur part. You Invest, we
Oestreoh, Sr., D24 North Eleventh Street,
V. M.
two and threa-ruoli the rrst. Apply at once, addressing C, C, .OK ItBNT
apart'KMertr.
ments and sleeping rooms.
Highland
care Journal.
House.
1
.
IJCSIES CHANCES.
yRACE.
first-claand ifSit&ist PaluirVimn ''raterv",Kelt
RENT
Furnished
OR
housekeeping
lfAVP! fiv sale'
business opporn
new
modern
rooms,
In advance.
month
building;
31.
single
"0
work
hard
No
and
to
per
handle
llmlta
easy
tunity.
irk. 315 North Seventh.
big money maker. A chance of a life time
or
KENT
four
room
furnished
Three
man..
See
Hotel
FOR
Alexander Russ,
for right
TYPEWRITERS.
apartments, modern) the 300 block South
Combs. Room 100, be'ween the hours of 10
Tu.'-aa- y
Sixth. Inquire savoy Hotel office.
end 12 " m.. or J to S p, m Monlay,
All makes, overhauled
WRITERS
'
TTPE
Two-root
apart-menWcdnet
housekeeping
FOR RENT
lay.
nd
every machine,
(paired. Ribbons forfixchsnre.
three rooms with bath and sleepPhone 314
Typewriter
3
North 12 South Fnurtb.
rooms. Albuquerque Hotel 21
ing
Dwellings.
Second.
W7rET . To rent, fTvs orrsixroom house, CHANCE for a happy winter homo. Goal
Rooms.
FQR REWT-fft- ca
..ww'-bedFourth : ward
preferred.
already storeo, a tew nice uitie lurnisneu
Phona
apartments vacant. Suitable for two persons. FjiwiENTOiTlces
Woolworth'a etore
uprtslrs. over front
un couple, amall modern (Tenants called by Uncle Sam). If taken
WANTED B)"
office
oulck will let forethe former all year rouneJ FOR MKN1
connecting
25 pcr.monin;
furnished house jioi ove
1001
West
WASHINGTON.
rocma over Oolden Rule Store. Inquire
prices at THB
will pay six months In advance for ' suitaD. leaking. Prop.
Central.
J,
'
ble n'.ee perrh.Tient r.re Journal.

J

fbi

nRttrmiAfowmlZrSirtin

ra

''

fTirJ?ent7

...

iold

adobe
FOU SALE
house, with sleeping porch, on
lot containing fruit trees, berries, grapes, etc. A nice home
CHAS.
for n small family.
MANN, Old Albuquerque, N. M.

will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National

Investment

'Ct

118

IMlollO 4(19

Style No. 4, In first class
Cheap.

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
JOHN W. WIUSON
.. Attorney
Rooms II, IT and
Cromwell Batistas
Phone 1171

n

HOIIKV

.,

UOIIEV

Attorney, at Iaw
ulte I, Us Library Bulldln
DENTISTS
OB. J. K. KRAFT
Dental Inrgeon
Room),
Barnett Building
Pasae Its
Appointments Made by Mall
B. . COPP

n .i..

RonoMi 4.
PHWHIC IANS

Mellnl

Building
ANft SCROBONlT

W. T. MI RI'IIV. si.

"

b.

F

1'nu'llce l.lnilled lo Tiiherrultmla
hulldlnK; opposite postofrice. Office Wright
hours,
10 to 13 a. m., s to 3
p. m. Phone, office
,157-residence 397-J- .
lK. MAKOAKKT O. ( AKTWKIUUT
Practice Limited to Women's nasi Chil- d reel's IMseeami
U21 B. Central Phone I7L
AJhunere, M. at
UHH.

TIM.

A RAX

Practice

M

Limited to K.e, Kmt, Mea ee4l
THROAT
Office Hourst 10 to II; I to I
State National Bank Building
DK. SARAH rOKF.B
Practice Limited to Chllareir.
Office Rooms 1 and I, Wright Lid.
Fourth and Oold.
nouis
p. m. to f p. ns.
Residence Phone 1078.
Office Phone lit

'

FOR SALE
1:7
For SALE--

roimry and Egiv

RLljTRii

S7

Stock, iggs, anrt chicks.
Norlli Hlijh.

P. Hay, 233

C.

r

TO TRADE

1

WANTED- - To

trade young live stock fof
smnu ranyi. with water. Mrs. .V. o. Prcs
lap, Enclno, N, M.

RENl

FjOR

.

ForrRENT-!entay; 31. on

fe

for

3

Mucenaneotis.

lo(rinTs?h
11 North Arno.

HORSES and Rlrs
rates. B. Garcia,

o

'drlvl'ng'horm and bugt
hour.. I'hone H84-- I

FOR SALE

Automobiles.

FORD truck for sale cheap, In first-claa- a
conillllon. Phone 21:H-J- .
FOR SALE Dorlge car 16.-.- OO. W. V. Carr
721 South Walter.
FOR BALE
Mitvhe'iir nearly
new. Cash, lorms or trade. Phone
B.
FOR SALE Seven passenger Hudson Six.
cmi-goon conilttion. Coll 420 West Oold.
FOil SALIC Font Innrlntf iiip .,o.1 nnnril.
tlnn. party leaving town, must sell al
once, 1275. 130 South Edith.

FOR SALL

nouses.

FOR SALE Nlco home, furnished and
good paying business, 14,000, half cash.
Bungalow, Journal office.
moTTirn horneTfTf7y
FOR SALE Four-roofoot front. Owner leaving city, must sell
at once. Apply 125
North Second.
FOR SALE Cement block house five rooms
sleeping porch, cellar, city water, corner
lot one block from car line, handy
a little cos In and 112 per month. Call 1301
South Arno Phone 1000--

MAlt, STAGE
call anywhere any

Phone

time.

Lv. SUxer City 1 a.m.: ar. Mogollon 3 p.m.
Lv. Mogollon T a.m.; ar. Silver City S p m.
In southwest.
Beat equipped auto Uvory
BKNN'ETT MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
Silver City, H. M.

TIME CARDS.

6?7

!

"

ALL

house with bath and electric lights, only 4 blocks from
tt you want a small home
close in It will pay you to see this.
The price is right. Sco

--

1618--

FOR

SMALL

$2,000.

Antl-TIU-

Total gold held by banks,

ee.
YJA

J011ML
iAt

Gold settlement fund, federal
serve board, $556,154,000.
Gold with foreign agencies, '

-J

BY

Id

LOST.

Resources.
Gold In vault and In transit,

UESb XOU HAD
JbeTTtR CO TO THE
PUO - Too LOOK

I

rr
--

I

Wama!

RESERV 5

IBV

A
.-

NV?

1

IIS

OU 1

OH', feft A HOW DO
DO- - JUST. VAJT.

b.T DOWN DO YOU

ELL

THE MAID .?
.

International New Barrio.
Copyright, 1111.

FATHER

There 'oe; the

SEVEN

1918

'yi

remuneration,
v.. .oiiohio vmintr Iadv. 'B" caro Journal;
ton- wXntRD Position" by younR lad
A A
nMss
rlfsll
ographer or assistant
:

.'JTTt

fi

'1

inniA

doiik..

on
ALB i0 acres mwintaTnrancli
culUvaUon;
paooa river. iS acres under
five-roobung-- .,
acre fenced: t modern
Ad- ...
.nil. nrotacted. trout stream.
M.
rtr.se WM M. Valley Rsnrn. N.

fort
'

...

"chiropodist.
CORNS

AND

CALLOUSES

removed "with.

WAITED

out pain. No soreness auer rrnvTina.
MJii m,..,i Aerh luDDorteri made to
tit yourfeet. C. B. Chase. P. C 309 S

MONEU

,

Wet ctjjtrai' rnav

.

,

111

Jfst

Oeld, GUz

PERSONAL.

TO LOAN.!
&ftlti Co. fnotuj

171

i
ia!j
able

wnu car win unye periive, reason
... ,
Fnoae (ti,

rate

CARPENTERING.

SANTA
WAT CO.

Class. .
No.
1. The Scout
I. California Limited
7.

Fargo

.The

Arrives

am. 11:16 am.

The Scout

fsthennd,T :11am. 1:03am.
.........

Navajo ......
i The
California Limited ..
Santn
-

Fe

111. Kansas
111. KwtM

Depart!,

f:lo pm. 1:30 pm.
..11:4(1 am. 11:46 pm.

-

Ml. fil Paso

4.
.

!

......... t:41
1:J0 am. 1:1 ana
Sooth boaod.
....
10:13 pm,
Kxpress
11:41am.
Express ...

Faat
Nav

(01. El Peso
10.

BAI1

F

ATCHISON, TOI'KKA

,'

Bight-..-

.

1:00 pm.
1:03 pm.

I Hpm.
"

Frost Ihmtk.'

amend
atg and

Chkago,-one-

:40 pm.

T:b4)

11:3

pm,
pm.

,

CkiMae, 1:11

Ba

.

M

-

,.,,,.!,...,...- -..

--

"""""

'
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
SI 8 WEST CENTRAL

NEGRO HELD AS

AVE.

ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

SI

N. M.

JUST THINK OF THIS
Quaker Farina for only 10c; regular price 18c, 2 for 35c, but this price only

while this lot lasts.
We have again California Laxative Fig Nuts,
a health food that is good to eat.
Today, fresh Mangos or Sweet Peppers, at
per lb. 20c. V. S. Food License No.
,

CRESCENT

STORE

GROCERY
ROBERT JONES

nOMER n. WARD

315 Marble
Phonee

Coal and South Waller,

Avenue.

rhone

Pood

We expect a fresh

x

shipment of
CANTALOUPES
This morning

:

GROCERIES

4

601 W.

f

AND MEATS

Tljcras. 1'lionea

405-49-

i

6

Strong Brothers f

i

Undertakers

X

576

Administration

State News Bulletin

Matleucci, Palladino&Co.

X PROMPT SERVICE.
PHONE
76.
STRONG BLK., COPPER X
X
AND SECOND.

J

I JAIL

Mottled Fruit Juices.
Bottling fruit juice is a very simple
process and lightens the labor of saving the "perishables."
Useful In Many Ways The juice of
berries, cherries, apples, pears, plums
peaches, citrus fruits and watermelon
may be bottled In season. Those
juices make delightful summer drinks
and sherbets or they may be combined with fresh fruits in making gelatine desserts. The family will appreciate the delicate flavor of fruit
"honeys" on gridle cakes. For this
heat the fruit Juice with white table
syrup. Properly thickened this makes
a good pudding sauce.
These juices may be made into Jelly
In winter as needed or combined with
dried fruits in making preserves.
d
Have All
Bottles
bottles can be used for fruit Juice, tomato paste and small peppers.
bottles can be used for berries, marmalades and various pickles.
n
Wash bottles, place
In
vessel and cover with cold water.
Bring to a boil and boil 15 minutes.
Drain on cloth and fill. Sterilize corks
by boiling in water 13 minutes before
using. Invert and drain on cloth.
Preparation Cut and crush largo
fruits, stem grapes, use berries as received, and use a lemon cone to extract
juice of citrus fruit. Heat slowly to
simmering point. The flavor Is finer
if fruit is not allowed to boil. Do not

William Blown, who was arrested
by authorities in F.l Paso Friday on
belief that he was the negro wanted
for the murder of Kafaclhi Balduinl
and the stabbing of two other men
on last Christmas eve, was brought to
Albuquerque yesterday and Immediately placed In Jail.
According to flcorge Thomas, who
brought the prisoner here, the negro
idinitted that be is the man wanted,
jut did not discuss at length his case.
According to the police the negro
had entered the saloon on the night
of the murder and had taken several
bottles of whiskey from n front window. The three men surrounded the
riegro, who is said to have forced his
way' from the saloon by stabbing each
of the men.
The police hurried to the saloon In
which the murder occurred, but before they nrrivd Brown' had fled and
As far
tio trace of him was found.
as i:i known here Brown had not been
soon from the time of the murder
u .itil his arrest in 101 I'aso.
Vivinna, uncle of the murdered
man, has placed In a. bank here $500
which he offered for the apprehension
of the man who killed bis nephew.
This amount probably will be sent the
officers capturing Brown In El Tuso,
at once.
Brown was indicted at' the last
term of court by the grand jury fof
He will not be artho murder.
raigned, however, until the return of
Judge H. F. Raynolds, who at present
Is out of the city.
.

LOCAL ITEMS

Is

Pullman Caff.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.
A. T. McMillen of Van Wert O.,
visiting his brother, A. B. McMillen

):eie.

Senator

A. B. Fall was In Albuquer-

some time Saturday night
to Santa Fo on business.
W. H. llurlburt. general yardmas-tc- r
for the Santa Fe railroad at Bolea,
is visiting In Albuquerque.
United States Marshal A. H. Iluds-Ijetspent some time in this city last
lie loft for Belen where ho
night,
has business.
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel B. Otero of
.Albuquerque, who are spending the
bummer in Santa Fc. are the parents of a baby daughter, born last
ay.
Isaiah Hale, safety commissioner for
the Santa Fe railroad, arived here Ian
night from Belen in his railroad-moto- r
car. He will lecture to the
Men at the shops today.
A special convocation
of the Tlio
Grande chapter. No. 4. R, A. M.. will
be held this evening for work in tlio
V. M. and M. E, M. degrees. A smoker
wl'.l be held and all visiting companions are welcome.
Harry V. Lamb and wife, of Silver
City, spent yesterday in Albuque que.
William Balfour has been appointed
d
in acting agent for the Santa Fe
here pending the announcement
of a permanent appointment.
que

Xor

te

,

h

(3

rr.il-toa-

THE BIG MINSTRELS
AT CRYSTAL TONIGHT

heat citrus fruit.
Cherries may be put to a double
use. After heating strain out the cherries to dry and bottle the juice.
Strain fruit through cloth bag and
allow the juice to stand In a cool
place to settle.
'

'

Bottling.
Scald bottles and fill to within one
inch of the top. Put in
and
corks lightly and set bottles on rack
In a boiler, or tio down the corks and
lay bottles on side with enough water
to cover them. A screen at the bottom of the holler will prevent breaking. Heat the water to the gimmei-lu- g
point (180 degrees) and keep at
this point 30 minutes.
Remove the bottles, stand on end
and dry the cork with a towel. When
nearly cold, press cork in firmly and
dip top of bottle in melted paraffin
A simple method of
or sealing-wasealing is to press the cork below lev
el of neck of bottle and cover with
sealing wax. A sealing wax may be
made by molting together equal parts
of rosin and beeswax. Store upright
in a cool place.
one-ha-

lf

"The Girl

W.B.O.-

Crochets Flags

iiii

Adulta

New York, July 21. Dorothy Atico
is Just passed her tenth month, so
sho Is not quite certain as yet what

ri

oeathFand "funerals.

Join the

Two-b- it

cluD.

;1

(SPRINGER
1--

Pay your
Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect. W. 8. 8.

. Don't neglect
the "Two-BitCrow Clnh. Join today.

"

Don't neglect the Two-BitCrottf Club, Join today,

"

Red
Red

j.

10c
'

5c

Worry"

take up, but nevertheless she has
given up her pennies for lollypops,
candy' and money previously spent on
dolls for enrollment as the smallest
member of the American Red Cross.
Dorothy seems as much pleased
with her Red Cross costume as she
would be with dolls, hut when asked
she
regarding her future plans
to make a statetiu-u- '

They refused to take even
their kidnapping seriously.
See this picture and lay in
a year's supply of laughs.

BIG DANCE

of Red Cross work she will

phase

will be given at the Old
Town Society Hall. Everybody invited. Tonight.

WE SHOULD
WIIXXAH

.

uT

.Children 5c; Adults 10c
.Children 10c; Adults 15c

Matinee, 1 to 6 .
Nights, 6 to 11.

Two experienced waiters or

Time of Shows.

waitresses

1

MONINO

jnUNNAL

1, 2:30, 4, 5:30, 7, 8:30, 10

her
Mrs. J. F. Brown will
boarding house, 112 North Walter,
Wednesday, July 21tli.

IB THEATER

WANTED

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Experienced man to take charge

JESSE

of eotton goods and linen depart
ment In city.. Apply PostofTlce Dox
1!0, City.

L. LAS KY PRESENTS

Julian Eltinge
IN

WANTED
Man and wife to help on dairy
ranch; if competent can take
charge. Splendid opportunity.
J. S. BERKEY, Belen, N. M.

nder-in-chief.

The Widow's

The German position In the vicinity
Chateau-Thierr- y
was doomed from V
J
the moment their divisions recrossod
n
tho Marne.
troops
carried out an encircling movement
from the northwest at the same time,
The Real Hoover Candy
which made it absolutely necessary
4!
unocoiuie enop tjnoeoiaiea
for the enemy to withdraw. In the X
course of tho night reconnaissances
were effected by the French to test
the strength of the Germans still In
Second aud Central
the city and shortly after dawn the 4 "Grlmshaw Wanta to See Ton" 4
allies' reocvupation became an accomplished fact.

of

Might

Franco-America-

Stunning

I

HOUSE

BITTNER

Wr

JUUANEUINGEfe

1
III

IH

IH

IN

1

in
to

1

1

Admission
Admission

Adults 15c; Children 10c

ts

DRESSMAKERS

Auction Sale!

FOR SALE
furniture and

A good business,
sewing machines.
location.

Downtown
!

PHONE

FANCY

1760.

SFMMER

FORRESTER AVE.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30

TOMORROW AT
APPLES

ROOMS

LA SALLE RANCH

Phone Red 2, L. tiros, Mgr.
Bernalillo, N. M.

.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer

m,
'

FARM LABORERS
WANTED
Many

W

Are

Good
Propositions '
Open Now. See

MORNING

,

ELIVERT

BATCH'S OLD STAND

BRITISHERS.
ENLIST NOW!

suitFcleaned,

Chicago. July, 21. The modern
$1
"Betsey Ross' is crocheting flags.
Four suits pressed $1.25.
Mrs. Belle Ocker has become an
expert at this work and the first one Contract plan. Colombia Cleaning Co.
she completed was sent to President
Del Ivor v. Phone SBO.
Wilson. Another was sent over the
sea to general Pershing and a
AIIMI JO'S TAXI LINE
one to General Joffre. BeTwo large ears at your service, day
sides these Mrs. Ocker has made a
number of service flags for her and night Cheap rates by the hour.
PHONE 414.
friends.

"haDungTy

TONS

by Henry's Delivery,

GOTRYEGGS
and

Hon

Red Cross club. You are
needed.
t

f

Look Over the 1.1st Yon Slay X
Find Just what You Want.
One Overland Touring
$100
One
Overland
Touring,

I.luunnr

97R

cuick
xouriim,
No matter what you unaoassenger
...
a.Overland Touring
want, you'll sfcve money T Onepassenger
'
One
Ford Touring
wants.
by using Journal
One Dodge Touring

if

S050
5-

-

AMONG
BARGAINS
CALL AND
a LOOK THEM OVER

WANTED.
'

competent

boy to drive

" "'
"
truck.
'"pRYANjTS DELIVERY"
'

H

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

:

Phone 710.

D
51S-51-

5

CO.
W. Central.

tHMi;?

T T

Gallup Lnmp

CerrlUos Lump
-

Ford

to enlist In the
British or Canadian' forces are recall
on
to
the undersigned.
quested
British Canadian Recruiting
All persona wishing

'

v,.(

.

,

Mission ,

:).

..

,

George Roslington
Resident Officer

MOO

$200

THE ABOVE.

A

We have the best bargains in the
state In breeding ewes, both In
heavy and light shearers. If in
the market for sheep write us. We
also have fine pure bred rams for
immediate or future delivery. Win.
L. Staley & Co., Second street and
'
'
Gold Avenue.

'

$250.00

MANY

Skinner, Cliumplon, Con-ro- y
Jose Market; 85o dozen.

Jointhe "IWBit"

SHEEP FOR SALE

USED CAR SALE

ALONSO

SaiM WEST CENTRAL
i.W ."' Phone 831-'

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
423 N. First:
Phone 421.

OFFICE

JOURNAL

DR. ' MARRON

Let Us Send a Man

Farm Labor Agent

SSH0E SHOP

587
PHONT5
CALL
AND

1018

Four rooms of furniture to go to tho highest bidder for cash. Niite
some of the following articles: Library table, rockers, dressers, beds,
springs and mattresses,, rugs, dining table and chairs, lounge, parlor
tables. White sewing machine, gas plate, dishes, tubs, hoes and many
Don't miss this opportunity. These
other articles not mentioned.
goods are sanitary, and are in Al condition. Bo on hand early. For
Store,
any Information regarding this sale, call at T. S. Mills Furniture
'
223 South Second, or phone 808.
'.

FOR SALE
Wo have a very largo crop of
mid
all
them
orders will he greatFor prices write
ly appreciated.
or call at

"on do so by
Store, O, A. Matson A Co., Grlnishaw's.
or Mrs. n. n. Ferguson, or by phoning
the chairman of the Membership committee. No. U3I--

FREE

rlnc

;

210 SOUTn SIXTH STREET

renew or take
in th Red Cross
calllmj lit Strong's Book

IC

EVENTS

WEEKLY

"H

Persons who wisn t

CITY ELECT

Hduiuliigly

Sec the World

FRED K. ELLIS,

Bryant's Delivery

oat memberships

jrffj

fel!.iii.iii.iii.ii;.iiuiMMH?'C
I
III
III

Fifteen young men for
buglera for Railway Regiment. Apply

FOR QUICK SEUVICE
Phone 501.
821 West Copper.

w. k.

by a

world.

WANTED.

South First, Phone 221. '
W. 8. B.

S19

gowns

man. too. Sunn-H- i
res of this picture. And
worn by a limn, loo. Sine
of the best known modistes
011 Fifth Avenue consistently patrniil.e Mr. Eltingc's
show to take notes about
the gowns he wears. See
them at this theater toiiay,
You know Eltinge is the
greatest in ills line in the

worn

GRIMSHAW'S

I

'

LAST TIME TODAY

.P.CIAL LIA.KO WIRI

With the French Army in France,
July 21 (by tho Associated Press,
Xoon.) Chateau Thierry, the cornerstone of tho line of the farthest German advance, fell early this morning,
when the French occupied the city,
driving the Germans before them.
The enemy has begun his retreat
northward under heavy pressure from
all sources, Italians , Americans and
British all participating in the thrust
which is pushing tho Germans back.
Where the retreat will end cannot be
conjectured. ras everything now depends on the will of the allied comma-

Villcrs-CoUcre-

Hi
Hawkins,

WORRY)

PRODUCTION

Also a Two Reel Comedy

WANTED

dropping all about are not uncommon
Incidents just back of the lines In
Franco Hnd women are doing their
their share of the work. Miss Marion
A. Butler, a radiographer of the Scottish women's hospitals, returned t
London recently and related experiences at a hospital at
during a German air raid.
Dr. Frances Ivens, the chief medical officer, performed several operations, including amputations, by the
aid of tlio light of two candles, and
while the instruments were jumping
about through vibration causod by explosions from bombs dropped from
German airplanes.
w. s. n.
Livery and saddle Horse. Trfmhlo'
Bed Barn.

;I

Is Motorized
Phone :t.

VOX

"BILLY'S PREDICAMENT"

(AaaoelntM Pram orrpoortfiic.)
London, June 30. Surgical operations by candle light and with bombs

YOUR

ill

"We Slioiiiti

Plus War Tax

DOieOTHY A AT ICO

Zkfh,

Wt

comedy

. . .

.

Children

FOft'ARMY SURGEONS

THEFT CHARGES

1

'Nti lcn diirlnj; the making of
their uproarious, comedy

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY

CANDLES LIGHT ROOM

JURY Oil

--

EE

In

TONIGHT

x.

a source of relief from the dally
grind and the emotional pressure now
Vrevailing, the minstrel show offers
4 he most attractive recess.
The vaGRAND
riety, action, rhythm and melody
blended in one grand ensemble tends
to lessen the tension and inspire a
spirit carefree,
Antlcpating the public mood the
management of the Crystal opera
house arranged to play the Old Re
liable Virginia Minstrels one night
only tonight.
As a musical and dancing organization representative of the best of EthCharged with the theft of a pair of
iopian art the "Virginias" stand to the shoes, two silk shirts and a quantity
forefront, head and shoulders above of valuable silverware, Salvador Sanany similar organization- now on tour. doval and Bafael Angel, who were
W. 8. ft.arrested Friday, were arraigned before
SILVER CITY NORMAL
Judge W. W. McClellan Saturday
night. They were bound over to await
FILLED TO CAPACITY action
of the grand Jury. Sandoval
who already Is under J500 bond in
The state normal school at Silver connection with another charge,
City is fjlled to capacity, according to held for $500 bond on the new charge.
a statement yesterday of John Milne, Angel's bond was fixed at $1,000.
superintendent of schools here, who
According to the police the properlias Just returned from a week's stay ty was stolen from John Q. A. Otero,
703 West Lead avenue.
at Silver City.
For a time
There are approximately 350 stu- the police were unable to Identify the
Of
in
number
normal.
this
the
dents
stolen property. They found, however,
60 per cent are of college grade. A that the silverware bore a trademark
Fort
the
of Roscnwald's store. Through the en
military truck, furnished by
Bayard authorities, gatherB a number graving department there they found
them
takes
of teachers each morning,
the silver had been engraved for
to the normal school and returns to Otero. Otero at present Is out of the
evenIn
to
homes
the
their
take them
city, and a caretaker was sleeping at
the house.
ing.
The arrest of the boys was made by
Ramon Ortez.
W. 8. fc- M.
WILLIAMS
B.
CriitehflcUl.
E. E.
E. E. Crutchfield died last night In Rooma 1 and Dentist
2. WblHng BoUdlng
a local hospital last night In a local
Pbone No. 684.
hospital last night. The body was reCorner Second and Gold.
moved to the C. T. French undertakW. S. 8.
ing looms. It will be sent to his
"Two-Bit- "
tanner home In Fort Sumner, N. M.
A

KATHERIN

in

ENEMY BY ALLIES

Bel-gu-

ft

JANE and

In Five Heels

IS WRESTED

'Owing to the many requests which
he has received from the women of
the city to give a special lecture for
thim. Private W. K. Collinge. of Canada's "Fighting Seventh," will speak
to women only at the Presbyterian
church here tonight.
Private Collinge, whose lectures nre
will give virtually
extemporaneous,
the same lecture he did for the men
Thursday night. He will tell of the
Hun atrocities and their fiendish
of
crlrnesf igalnst the womanhood
.nd France. His own experiences when he was trapped in, a German trench and severely wounded,
form a gripping tale. Rarely does he
lecturewhen his audience Is not carried through a full play on the emotions. At times his hearers are moved
to tears and again they are convulsed
wl'.h It lighter at the stories of jokes
perpetrated on the stupid bothe by
the Aibed soldiers'.
To assist in defraying his expenses
in letirning from Santa Fe for the
lectute. tonight a silver offering will
be taken following the lecture.
-

BOisTffi

WILLIAMS

His House"

IK

!tl

Ua

PCLLMAN CAFE

side-dow-

Tourist lunches.

Mill

House of High Class Pictures and Music

GRACE DARMOND

fl

MEN TO REAR
Oil
ft

H

LAST TIME TODAY

and

W. S. S.

d

'

William Fox Starlets

EARLE

Small-mouthe-

Large-mouthe-

C

I

TODAY

William Brown, Arrested in El
Paso Friday Night, Brought
to Albuquerque by Deputy
Sheriff for Trial,

A package pf

WARD'S

LY R

MURDER SUSPECT

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
513.

g

',

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

PHONE

Gives Up Pennies to
Join the Red Cross

1918

'

1

1

nL1T.

JsTlClIlIl VUcAl VVJe
PHONE

Gallup Store
Oerrlllos Store

1

ANTHRACTTE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL. J,: ,'4 .,' i
Coke, Mill ytooA, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, NatlTS KiadUBf , Lime,
"

I

t

A,

